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A U S T I N––The Texas Department of Agriculture thought
it might sneak reauthorized Compound 1080 predator poisoning past
the Environmental Protection Agency and an unaware public in the
guise of rabies control.  It nearly succeeded.

One of the deadliest chemicals ever deployed against
wildlife,   with no known antidote,  1080 is actually a trade name for
sodium fluoroacetate,  developed by the Nazis as a nerve gas during
World War II.  It came to the attention of the U.S Animal Damage
Control program in 1946,  after the now defunct American Journal of
Public Health published the results of LD50 testing done on human
prisoners.  Impressed with the lethality and ease of use of 1080,   the
ADC quickly adapted it for use against coyotes,  killing
millions––along with greater millions of nontarget species,  accord-
ing to ADC records,  and an average of about one human being per
year.  High-profile cases of misuse brought the deaths of three small
children and a firefighter,  in separate incidents.  Finally,  in February
1972,  then-U.S. president Richard Nixon banned 1080 by executive
order from both federal use and any application on federal land.  

Later in 1972,  the newly formed EPA yanked the registra-
tion for 1080 to keep it out of private use––a precaution that kept it
officially off the market,  except in the form of poison-laden collars
for sheep and goats,  until under pressure from ranchers,  another for-

(continued on page  12)

mer president,  Ronald Reagan,  lifted the ban on January 28,  1982.  
The proposed Texas poisoning was to target gray foxes,

identified as the main rabies carrier in the 43 counties to have been
involved,  which had 39 confirmed rabies cases among them
between June 30 and September 30,  1994.  Red foxes,  coyotes,
bobcats,  raccoons,  striped skunks,  and ringtails might also have
been poisoned,  the TDA acknowledged,   but named them too as
potential rabies carriers.  Coincidentally,  red foxes,  bobcats,  and

Texas gray fox.  (Photo by Merritt Clifton)

Predator control guised as rabies protection

EPA rejects Texas bid to 
bring back Compound 1080
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DALLAS––With a title dimly echo-
ing William Faulkner's steamiest novel and an
acronym calling to mind the utopian com-
mune D.H. Lawrence began in New Mexico,
the Association of Sanctuaries might inspire
literary minds to imagine dark plots and tan-
gled motives even without dispute over what
"association" and "sanctuary" should mean.  

Is TAOS a representative self-regu-
latory body,  as billed,  formed by sanctuari-
ans to advance the interests of the greater
sanctuary community?  Or is it an activist
group disguised,  with an agenda set mainly
by non-sanctuarians,  at least some of whom
have little background in sanctuary work? 

Each view is common among sanc-
tuary directors,  some of whom welcome
TAOS in principle,  though few have joined.
Others view TAOS with suspicion. 

Three years after founding,  TAOS
still has just 10 members,  only five of them
accredited under the strict association guide-
lines,  and is still struggling with definitions
that tend to exclude more recognized sanctu-
aries than are admitted.  Because TAOS lacks
a sizeable constituency of well-known and
well-regarded sanctuaries,  accreditation as
yet carries little prestige.  Likewise,  because
TAOS lacks members,  it is unclear who it
speaks for in advocacy.

From the first,  the dilemma before
TAOS has been whether to set high standards
for membership and accreditation,  trusting
that the best sanctuaries will eventually join,
or to set looser standards that will attract
greater numbers,  improving credibility as an
association while perhaps compromising

Lynn Cuny feeds primate at Wildlife Rehabilitation and Rescue. 

stop the killing himself by executive order
immediately after his inauguration on
December 5.  Facing firing, outspoken foe of
wolves David "Machine-gun" Kelleyhouse
had already resigned as ADFG director of
wildlife conservation the previous week,
effective December 5,  to return to his former
post as a staff biologist.

The wolf policy turnabout came just
19 days after the Alaska Board of Game voted
to expand the killing zone and up the quota
from 150,  unmet last year,  to 175.

Begun by outgoing governor Walter
Hickel to make more moose and caribou avail-
able to human hunters,  the scheduled 36-
month state drive to kill 75% of the wolves in
so-called Game Management Unit 20-A was
stopped after 14 months by 40 minutes of dra-
matic close-range videotape taken November
29 near Moody Creek by independent wildlife
biologist Gordon Haber,   who was working
under contract to Friends of Animals,  the
Alaskan Wildlife Alliance,  and Wolf Haven
International.  The videotape showed three
severely injured wolves including two cubs
struggling in snares,  one of them hanging in
midair and another having stripped the flesh
off her thigh in attempting to escape.  The
video also showed ADFG trapper Ed Crane
shooting the first wolf in the head point-blank
five times over a 20-minute interval––four
times with the wrong ammunition––before

(continued on page 5)

A N C H O R A G E––The latest Alaskan war against wolves officially ended
December 12,  as Alaska Department of Fish and Game staff reportedly finished removing
683 snares set in October from a 1,000-square-mile "game management unit" southwest of
Fairbanks.  A dozen dead wolves were retrieved,  as well,  bringing the winter toll to 36 and
the count since the snaring campaign began in October 1993 to 130. 

Admitting that the snares were not monitored often––Alaska has no trap-checking
requirement––the ADFG said it was uncertain if the last 12 wolves were caught before or
after Alaska Fish and Game Commissioner Carl Rosier halted the killing on December 1.  It
was certain,  however,  that they died painful and probably lingering deaths.  Rosier acted
under pressure from governor-elect Tony Knowles,  who pledged November 30 that he would

(continued on page 6)

Alaska halts wolf-killing

Sanctuary
THREE-YEAR-OLD TAOS STRIVES TO GROW INTO MISSION
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It is axiomatic in fundraising that half the dollars raised by any campaign come
from the ten biggest donors––the coveted "high donors,"  whose gifts not only finance good
works,  but also permit the quest for additional donors.  Even in charity,  it takes money to
make money,  and without a lump sum to invest in printing and postage,  nonprofits have no
means of appealing to the small donors who provide the other half of their support.

High donors are an endangered species this winter,  a phenomenon remarked
across the charitable spectrum.  From animal shelters and sanctuaries to veterinary schools
and zoos,  administrators tell us more people are chipping in,  but total donations are down
because big gifts haven't come.  We're seeing the same thing in the otherwise encouraging
response to our own holiday appeal.  And we're hearing from apologetic former high donors,
including some foundations,  that the reasons they're not giving as much as before have
nothing to do with our work:  they're just tapped out.  Economic uncertainty accompanying
the change of political power in Washington D.C. brought a sharp pre-holiday slump in the
money markets,  both hurting private investors and cutting into the residuals from which
foundations make grants.  People in government jobs are anxious to see how projected cost-
cutting and restructuring will affect them––and this doesn't just involve federal employees.
As responsibility for the poor,  the sick,  the elderly,  and the disabled is returned to states
and municipalities,  state and local budgets will also be restructured.  That in turn affects
still more people,  including employees of firms that sell to government.

The post-election blows came as support for charities generally was slipping.  An
Independent Sector study published in October found that average household charitable
donations fell from $899 in 1991 to $880 in  1993––a drop of only one quarter of a percent,
but still scary to the humane sector,  which has rarely raised more than 1% of the total chari-
ty dollar.  Independent Sector attributed the slip to economic anxiety:  73% of the 1,509
people surveyed worried about money in 1993,  up from 67% two years earlier.  

While many of us try to figure out how to do as much or more with less,  a ques-
tion highly problematic to those of us already on shoestring budgets,  it's clear that animal
protection is going to need more individual gifts this year than ever,  just to keep up the pre-
sent level of service.  Because animal control and rescue are among the last items funded by
local governments,  humane societies that depend upon animal control contracts to meet
operating costs may get clobbered.  They can either bail out of animal control,  which often
means leaving the field to bounty hunters and bunchers who sell strays to laboratories,  or
look to donors to make up for losses. 

Because low-cost neutering programs are a proven money-saver for communities,
relative to catch-and-kill animal control (see the hard data in our June 1994 issue),  they
should have a better chance of keeping whatever public funding they now attract––but
"should" and "will" are two different matters.  Low-cost neutering not only saves tax
money;  it also demonstrably prevents more suffering per dollar spent than any other kind of
humane program.  Yet it has always been a tough sell to government at any level.  Again,
the call on private funding is sure to increase,  meaning the need for individual gifts.

Even if basic humane services and neutering programs succeed in making up
expected shortfalls,  a ripple effect could hit other animal-related charities:  if donors just

Handling the money crunch 
This likelihood could be averted if those potential high donors who are still able to

give direct their giving wisely,  with careful attention to how their money will be spent.
Unfortunately,  a Chronicle of Philanthropy survey of 167 wealthy donors to humane soci-
eties,  published November 15,  suggests that they tend to be more generous than astute.
Looking at patterns of giving,  the Chronicle of Philanthropy found that 29% give mainly in
connection with social events,  which make giving fun but siphon off resources from organi-
zations that lack a committed,  well-organized volunteer auxiliary.  Twenty-five percent
give to maintain a family tradition of giving;  17% give to improve their community;  16%
give chiefly from empathy and generosity;  and 13% give from religious beliefs.  

Asked to identify their reasons for giving,  69% said they give “to protect innocent
animals”;  36% give because “helping others in need is part of my personal values”;  32%
believe “it is everyone’s responsibility to help animals in need”;  29% appreciate “the per-
sonal attention I get from high-profile people”;  27% give to earn social recognition;  27%
“value the continuing business and social relationships” they maintain through charity work;
23% said their parents “always emphasized the importance of caring for helpless animals”;
20% are “part of a community that cares about animals”;  17% said “the humane society’s
programs are an important community effort”;  and 17% believe “caring for animals is a
community responsibility.”

A mere 8% are concerned that a humane organization “is businesslike in managing
its resources”;  just 7.2% care that an organization “has a history of demonstrated effective-
ness and success.”

This study demonstrates in a nutshell why balls, concerts,  and celebrity-centered
promotions continue to bring in big bucks for the organizations that provide fun-and-games
to attract celebrities,  while many of the most efficient,  effective,  and accountable organi-
zations struggle to keep the lights on.  

The value of service
But before concluding that fun-and-games rather than diligent,  frugal program-

oriented service are the way to go,  humane organization leadership should also mull the
findings from a study of how the general public perceives charities,  published in the
December 13 edition of the Chronicle of Philanthropy.  “Humane society” ranked sixth
among 96 choices in popularity of the cause,  with 42% public approval.    “Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals” ranked 17th,  with 34% approval.  Both ratings are very
good;   the warmer view of "humane society,"  however,  indicates that the service-connect-
ed link to sheltering means more to donors than the advocacy role implicit in the term
"SPCA."  “Humane society” dropped to 14th place in the category of “most credible,”  with
49% affirmation;  “SPCA” remained 17th,  with 48%.  Paradoxically,  SPCA moved up to
12th place in organizations most often supported,  as 15.4% of respondents donated;
“humane society” slipped to 14th,  attracting 13.6%.  But “humane society” placed 13th
among organizations “strongly supported,”  while “SPCA” dropped out of the top 20. 

In short,  service may not matter much to high donors,  but it matters immensely to
average donors.  A further indication that service is important emerges from noting that

Editorial
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reallocate support,  without the donor pool or amount of donations increasing,  funding will
be drawn away from advocacy and political work,  or sanctuaries,  or publications. 

Whatever happens,  the biggest and wealthiest groups are both in the best position
to maintain programs until better times,  and best able to do more fundraising just as the
cost of fundraising is going up.  The postal rate increases going into effect January 1 mean a
mighty jump in nonprofit mailing costs,  the third in 26 months.  Humane Society of the
U.S. development director Art Keefe recently told The Chronicle of Philanthropy that this
means HSUS will spend $150,000 more on postage in 1995––up from $2 million spent in
1994 to mail 20 million appeals.  Having spent more than a third of all receipts on further
fundraising throughout the five years we've monitored the tax filings of animal charities,
HSUS has the reserves to make that kind of investment.  Organizations that put proportion-
ately more into programs and less into fundraising and accumulating assets are in a much
different situation.  In general,  the more dedicated a charity is to program service,  the more
it's going to be hurt––especially from the loss of high donors.

o

ANIMAL PEOPLE
thanks you for your generous support:

Honoring the parable of the widow's mite,  we do not list our donors by how much they give––
but we do appreciate generous gifts that help us do more.

Mr. & Mrs. Robert Anderlik,  Judith Baker,  Wilhelmina Baker,  Gloria Balkissoon,  
Anne Barasch,  Col. Ralph & Kathleen Barnett,  Elizabeth Booth,  Dolores Boutte,  Mary Boyer,

Eveleyn Bray,  Gene Brewer,  Jill Brightwater,  Dick Bromley,  M.L. Bromwell, 
Jessie & Sunshine Carter,  Kathleen Chaplin,  Grover Chapman,  Sue Clark,  Joyce Clinton,

Concern for Helping Animals in Israel,  Marjorie Cook,  Denise Cowie,  
Dr. Sharon & Don Cregier,  Vicky Crosetti,  Eileen Crossman,  John Cullen,  Vicki Dennis,

Dr. John A. dePlanque,  Frank Dobbs,  Doreen Dykes,  Carol Dupuis,  Mark Eisner Jr., 
J.D. Elliott,  Dorothy Fairweather,  Stephanie Ferneyhough,  Trisha Lamb Feuerstein,

Ronaele Findley,  William & Linda Fischbach,  Barbara Fleming,  Fremont Fine Arts Foundry,
Friends of Animals,  Bertha Fritts,  Marion Friendman,  Muriel Geach,  Richard Glasser,
Kristen Gondar,  Rena Grasso,  Frederick Giulian,  Prof. Harold Guither,  Diana Hodges,
Stephanie Harold,  George Hazzard,  Margaret Heath,  Luann Hickey,  Virginia Hillger,

Joan Hillo,  Ken & Helen Hoge,  Lydia Horton,  Patricia Jennings,  David Johnson,
Laura Johnson,  Eleanor Jones,  Frank Junis,  Trudy Kane,  Elizabeth Kantanen,  Steven Kerr,
Debra Kish,  Daniel Komer,  Ann Koros,  Bonnie Lane,  Kitty Langdon / Sunrise Foundation,

David Leavitt,  Mrs. A.S. Lee,  Mona Lefebvre,  Dr. Steven Levine,  Jason Mallory,
Leigh Martin,  Tim & Jackie Martin,  Cherie Mason,  Elise Matthes,  Jane Meggitt,

Janna O'Connell,  Margot Palma,  Linda Paul,  Annette Pickett,  Mary Pipkin,  Richard Pollak,
Ellen Popper / Promise Farm,  Ann Porter,  Candace Pytel,  Elizabeth Rawsthorne, 

Carol Ann Reitmeier,  Paige Roeser,  Lawrence Rosenthal,  Dr. Andrew Rowan,  Vera Samuels,
Linda Schwab,  Michael Scherr,  Ethel Sciacco,  Jill & Bill Sedam,  Frank & Philomena Smith,

S.P. Steinberg,  Anne Streeter,  George Sukol,  Dr. Barry & Cynthia Taylor,  Cathy Taylor,
Mimi Taylor,  Renate Waller,  Paul Weber,  Dr. & Mrs. Charles Wentz,  

Mike & Sylvia Wheeless,  Karen Williams,  Eleanora Worth,  Carolee Wright,  Rae Youngdale,
Ann Zweigle,  and Arlene & Melvin Yahre.

“Save the Whales,”  purely an advocacy issue,  was 15th among causes most opposed,  16th
among the causes considered least credible,  and 9th among causes never supported,  as
51.6% of respondents had never given a cent to it. 

The evidence indicates humane organizations would be well-advised to postpone
building projects,  and other big investments,  unless the funding comes from bequests and
big gifts they wouldn't otherwise get,  and instead concentrate upon maintaining or improv-
ing basic services––the things that build longterm goodwill.  It is worth remembering that
while high donors may be attracted by momentary glitz,  bequests tend to be based on more
substantial relationships,  and bequests are likely to be the most important source of new
income for established charities of every sort for the next 20 years.  Based on demographics,
Cornell University economists Robert Avery and Michael Rendall estimate that annual
bequests to U.S. charity will grow––in real dollars––from $74 billion by 1.4 million people
in 1994 to $144 billion by 2.2 million people by the year 2000,  with the peak not to come
until 2014 or 2015,  when 3.9 million people will leave more than $330 billion to charity.

Humane donors meanwhile might consider that making a few large donations to
particularly effective organizations does more to help animals than scattering small dona-
tions to many,  some of which will spend all of a modest contribution just trying to get more
money out of the same donor.  In explicit terms,  a gift of $100 or $1,000 means a lot to
ANIMAL PEOPLE,  or any small charity.  To larger and richer organizations,  it may
mean only that you're worth a harder hustle next time.
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Letters Re hunters and perverts
I have no future desire to support such a leftwing organization

that distorts the facts to prove what they wish to prove.  I find your paper
one-sided and obnoxious and feel that its best use is to start the evening
fire.  Although I am a veterinarian and animal lover,  I support zoos,  the
beef industry,  hunting,  and unlike your latest conclusions,  I am not a
child molester or abuser.  Good riddance!

––Curt Gruchow,  DVM
Bailey,  Colorado

The following was posted via America OnLine's Pet Care Forum
"Animals and Society" message board under the heading "Hunting and
trapping,"  in response to a synopsis of the ANIMAL PEOPLE s t u d i e s
(March and November 1994 issues) which found a strong linkage in New
York and Ohio,  independent of median income and population density,
between hunting participation and child abuse,  especially molestation:

I for one am quite comfortable with my sexuality.  I don't need to
prove it to anyone either.  No doubt about me,  I like women.  I've hunted
all my life.  Never considered it sexually stimulating,  although I do enjoy
the smell of doe piss,  but not when deer wear it.  I put doe piss on myself
for a cover scent when I hunt deer.  I like a woman,  if I really love her and
she loves me,  to put the tiniest drop behind her ear.  Doe urine to me is an
erotic substance.  But so is horse piss,  and certain regular perfumes as long
as they aren't applied too liberally.  Have I ever "hunted" women?  You
bet!  Show me a heterosexual man who hasn't!  But do I look upon them as
trophies or conquests?  Not in your wildest imaginations.  I don't believe in
one-night stands.

––Mark334@aol.com

TNC
I enjoyed your financial

abstracts of animal-related charities,
and found them quite informative.
However,  I feel an “H” should be
added to the letters identifying the
function of The Nature Conserv-
ancy,  since it does support hunting,
“for wildlife management and recre-
ation.”  I believe TNC should call
itself “The Land Conservancy,”
since animals,  after all,  are part of
nature,  and The Nature
Conservancy by its support of trap-
ping and killing animals that it feels
do not belong on their land seems to
have no love of them.

––Jean Boucher
Holbrook,  New York

Unacceptable
Your publication is filled

mostly with bitter open criticism of
animal groups,  which is unaccept-
able to give out to the public.

––Adela Pisarevsky
New York,  N.Y

Friends of AnimalsWolves
You must be

very pleased about the
news from Alaska.  You
certainly did your part to
bring about the cessation of
the state wolf-killing pro-
gram,  by keeping the issue
alive in ANIMAL PEO-
PLE.  Now that the wolves
have an ally in the gover-
nor’s office,  perhaps we
will be able to have same-
day airborne wolf-”trap-
ping” with rifles disal-
lowed on state land,  as on
federal land.

Moral idiocy
If this country had devot-

ed a thousandth of the media time it
has spent on O.J. Simpson and his
similarly good-for-nothing mur-
dered wife on another issue,  say the
crimes of an opportunistic Alaska
against its non-commercially valu-
able wildlife,  something of real
value might have emerged.  As it is,
let’s take heart that even an atom of
exposure was able to detonate an
uproar,  and that it takes an almost
total blackout to keep ugly deeds
and traditions in place.  I remain
convinced that it is the cultural and
media superstructure that dominates
our waking hours,  built every inch
of the way on the system’s central
values,  that should be blamed for
the state of moral idiocy in which
we dwell.

––Patrice Greanville
Westport,  Connecticut

Year-to-year
While the news is well-

edited and timely,  I take issue with
your editorial trends,  namely your
persistent and extensive apologies
for the captive animal industry and
especially vivisection.  As long as
you endorse animal exploitation and
call animal research “meaningful,”  I
will not make additional contribu-
tions and will assess my continuing
subscription on a yearly basis.

––Andrew Gach
Omaha,  Nebraska

Timing
Excellent timing!  I got

your December issue just as I was
mailing a response to American
Airlines’ excuses for serving veal on
their overseas flights.  I included a
copy of your article on vealers and
their synthetic steroids.

––Kathleen Chaplin
Roanoke,  Texas



––Jeanne McVey
Sea Wolf Alliance

Santa Rosa,  California

Wildlife
The city council

of Midland,  Texas,  voted
recently that wild mam-
mals can no longer be
cared for within the city
limits.  The Department of
Animal Control is now
destroying all wild mam-
mals that it picks up.  I do
not know of any other city
that destroys babies as well
as adults.  I am hoping you
will look into this.

––Midge Erskine
Midland,  Texas

Unfortunately the
Midland policy is not
uncommon,  especially in
areas which have had a
rabies scare.  Chicago
recently adopted a similar
policy for a different rea -
son:  so many animals have
been relocated to nearby
forest preserves that the
habitat is overburdened,
pushing newcomers into
nearby suburbs.  Teaching
people to live with wildlife
is the only apparent
answer to such situations,
including getting those who
don’t wish to share their
yards with animals to pick
up the windfall fruit,  nuts,
and berries from ornamen -
tal plants that attract many
of the so-called nuisance
species.   It would also help
if lawn owners realized
that skunks and moles are
their allies in insect control
and soil aeration,  even if
their work is temporarily
unsightly.

Friends of Animals
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Historic victories
I was disappointed by the brief mention given the passage of

the Arizona and Oregon ballot initiatives in the November issue of ANI-
MAL PEOPLE.  These are tremendously important,  in fact historic vic-
tories for the animal rights movement.  Animal activists have sponsored
only 10 statewide ballot initiatives in the past 20 years.  With these two
wins,  four of our last five attempts have been successful.  And for the
first time,  two initatives passed in one election.

Oregon is home to one of the largest populations of cougar and
black bear in this country.  The passage of Measure 18 virtually ends
cougar hunting for sport in the state,  and cuts bear hunting nearly in
half.  The Oregon activists won despite being outspent nearly three to
one,  a reflection of the effectiveness of their campaign strategy and the
popularity of the issue with voters.

Over 60 years have passed since the last state banned trapping
by citizen initative.  Arizona’s Proposition 201 outlaws the use of
leghold traps,  Conibear traps,  snares,  and poisons on public lands in the
state.  This was the third attempt to ban trapping by initiative in Arizona,
and the first time that an animal issue appeared on two consecutive bal-
lots in one state.  It was also the first successful statewide political cam-
paign sponsored by an unaffiliated grassroots animal group.

Several national animal protection organizations provided
direction and financial support to the local activists in Arizona and
Oregon.  The Humane Society of the U.S. and The Fund for Animals
contributed significant resources to both campaigns.  The Arizona cam-
paign also received help through membership mailings or direct contri-
butions from the International Fund for Animal Welfare,  Friends of
Animals,  the American SPCA,  and PETA.  All those who participated
in these campaigns  should be congratulated!

––Dena Jones Jolma,  Vice President
Arizona Lobby for Animals

Phoenix,  Arizona

Response to "Dirty pool,"  part II
Throw editor to CHARCs!

For the past two years the Chicago Animal
Rights Coalition has campaigned to educate the public
about the aquaprison industry.  Merritt Clifton takes issue
with calling these facilities "aquaprisons,"  but what else
are they?  Kalamazoo Animal Liberation Front president
Garry Vella used the term before I did,  but because of its
accuracy,  I have used it ever since.  

When CHARC videotaped filthy water,  a liter-
al dirty pool,  at the San Diego holding cell for the
Shedd's newest prisoners,  the three Pacific whitesided
dolphins captured in late November 1993,  their public
relations staff denied our allegations.  Our video footage
even included Shedd personnel scooping the slimy mess
off the surface,  and a scum line around the edge of the
pool.  We brought a copy of the footage to the Shedd and
challenged them to review it with us.  They refused.

Although Clifton calls our weekly protests at
the Shedd over the past two years a "blunder,"  he con-
cedes that the Shedd has been damaged.  We are confi-
dent that at least partially because of those protests,  peo-
ple are learning the truth.  The cost to the protesters pales
beside the loss experienced by the Shedd's prisoners,  for
whom we fight.  They have been kidnapped,  and for the
rest of their lives the Shedd will deprive them of their nat-
ural companions and environment,  their natural food sup-
ply,  their dignity,  and everything that made them what
they were meant to be.  It is always difficult to get as
many protesters as one would like,  but I do not agree that
our protests are running out of steam.  

I must also take issue with Clifton's suggestion
that protests at the Hegins pigeon shoot are "running out
of steam."  Fund for Animals national director Heidi
Prescott has campaigned tirelessly to end pigeon shooting
across Pennsyvlania,  and the end is coming.  In fact,  for
the past two years The Fund has requested that there be
no protesters,  only rescuers and documenters. CHARC
was able to contribute video footage that we expect will
be very damaging to the killers,  in the eyes of both the
public and Pennsylvania lawmakers.

––Steve Hindi,  President
Chicago Animal Rights Coalition

Yorkville,  Illinois

End exploitation
Freedom is a term and a way of life that all

humans cherish.  The Shedd Aquarium and others of its
kind have taken away the freedom of countless
cetaceans for the sake of human greed and psuedo-edu-
cation.  The incarceration of these intelligent mammals
teaches not only disrespect for these species as they per-
form ridiculous tricks,  but also disrespect for the ocean
ecosystem as a whole.  This is dominance by humans
over other species,  in this case whales and dolphins.  It
is important for all to understand that these animals are
not volunteers to be subjected to an archaic existence in
concrete tanks many miles from the nearest ocean.
They may be fed and given medication,  but what is
their quality of life?

The claim that the captive industry has assist-
ed in the campaign to end the killing of dolphins by the
tuna industry is ludicrous.  The public had no know-
ledge of this mass slaughter,  which began in 1959 and
caused the deaths of 100,000 dolphins per year,  until
Earth Island Institute began a campaign to end this hor-
ror in 1985.  A consumer boycott of canned tuna and
federal legislation have brought a near total ban on the
killing of dolphins in catching tuna to be sold in the U.S.

Citizens are now speaking out.  Captures in
U.S. waters had not occurred since 1989,  until 1993
when the Shedd defied public outrage to capture three
Pacific whitesided dolphins.  Every new aquarium that
has opened in the past five years is cetacean-free.  All
the new aquariums in planning are committed to being
cetacean-free.  All the theme parks owned by Time-
Warner and Paramount have permanently discontinued
dolphin shows.  South Carolina is the first and only state
to ban the captivity of dolphins and whales,  and recent-
ly successfully fought a repeal effort led by Sea World
and the Shedd.  Brazil,  England,  and most of Australia
have banned cetacean captivity.

Earth Island Institute calls for those dolphins
and whales still held captive to be rehabilitated and
released to their environment,  and for all human
exploitation of these magnificent creatures to end.

––Mark Berman,  Program Associate
Earth Island Institute

San Francisco,  California

The Editor responds:

In your December issue you express satisfaction that Arizona
voters defeated a proposition which would have required regulatory
interference with the use of property to be treated as a taking,  requiring
compensation to the owner.  I am not sure this is good,  for two reasons.

First,  I am not comfortable with the immense power of gov-
ernment to interfere with people’s lives,  and believe it is proper and pru-
dent to strictly limit that power,  even though state power is sometimes
used for purposes I approve of.

Second,  the present regulatory system can have perverse con-
sequences.  For example,  if someone notices a member of an endangered

Single-taxer
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Service to North Africa
It never occurred to me that ANIMAL PEOPLE would be hot

on my trail during my recent holiday in the Middle East.  I did receive one
issue over there,  which I left with a local horse rescuer.   The Society for
the Protection of Animals in North Africa clinic that I visited also gets a
copy,  and it was fun to see it in full display in Dr. Ghazi’s waiting room.
The staff are very proud to be remembered by this international journal
coming to their windswept,  rock-strewn desert.  Dr. Ghazi reads every-
thing in sight having to do with animals,  and bones up from all the jour-
nals he can borrow.

––Sharon Cregier
Charlottetown,   Prince Edward Island,  Canada

Both of the above letters were extensively edited
for reasons of space and libel.  Berman held that,  "The
Shedd and Sea World through its lobbyists have asked the
U.S. Commissioner to the International Whaling
Commission to oppose regulations to protect small
cetaceans,  as this would impede their ability to capture
outside of U.S. jurisdiction.  This means that Shedd and
Sea World and their allies are now joined with the whal -
ing nations in opposing the call for the end of
humankind's war on cetaceans."  There is an obvious dif -
ference between seeking an exemption to permit live cap -
tures under stringently regulated conditions,  and endors -
ing the commercial slaughter of whales,  which no U.S.
marine mammal park does;  on the contrary,  most active -
ly remind visitors of the havoc done by whaling.  

Berman further argued that marine mammal
exhibitors––most of which,  including the Shedd, are non -
profit educational institutions––have "successfully lob -
bied Congress to remove protection for captive cetaceans
by the National Marine Fisheries Service and weaken the
Marine Mammal Protection Act."  In fact,  they lobbied to
consolidate all inspections of captive wildlife under the
USDA's Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service,
which should expedite enforcement while cutting costs.  

It is also worth noting that while marine mam -
mal exhibitors may have done little to publicize tuna net -
ting "on dolphin" before this became a public issue,  they
have demonstrably increased public empathy for dolphins
––and six of the eight marine animal exhibition sites we
have visited in the past year had displays posted pertain -
ing to the tuna/dolphin issue,  helping insure that the tuna
industry will not be able to quietly resume the old prac -
tices when concern subsides.

The strongest allegations deleted from Hindi's
letter––but issued as well in CHARC publications––per -
tained to Shedd veterinarian Jeffrey Boehm and Shedd

Bill Van Noter (through March 1995)
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head cetacean trainer Ken Ramirez.  Hindi,  citing info -
mation provided by the Elephant Alliance,  implicated
Boehm in the drug-related death of an elephant named
Hannibal at the Los Angeles Zoo on March 20,  1992,  six
months before the drug-related deaths of two belugas at
the Shedd,  shortly after Boehm joined the Shedd staff.  A
transcript of the Los Angeles Zoo proceedings establishes
that on the morning of March 19,  1992,  Boehm,   two
years out of veterinary school,  was included in discussion
of a sedative injection subsequently given by zoo director
Mark Goldstein,  DVM,  and Ben Gonzales,  DVM,
respectively senior to Boehm by 12 and 10 years' experi -
ence.  This was Boehm's only role in the case;  Goldstein
and Gonzales were the attending veterinarians throughout
the rest of the Hannibal ordeal,  which occurred as they
were trying to ready the elephant for transport.  The seda -
tive may have contributed to Hannibal's subsequent col -
lapse,  leading to death almost a day later. 

Hindi also inferred,  without having all the
facts,  that Ramirez was involved in the deaths of two dol -
phins at the Dolphin Quest swim-with facility in French
Polynesia on the night of March 3 or early morning of
March 4,  1994.  In fact,  a French national in scuba gear
was apprehended,  questioned,  and released after pene -
trating the Dolphin Quest seapen that night.  He purport -
edly told guests at a party he attended that the dolphins
were better off dead than captive.  He then fled the coun -
try.  Police have withheld his name.  A few hours later the
dolphins went into convulsions;  they died after 12 hours
of agony,  during which Ramirez and veterinarian Rae
Stone tried to save them.  Autopsies found the dolphins
had been given massive doses of a common pesticide,
concealed in fish. 

Hindi and the Shedd agree,  incidentally,  that
we should not have described the drug reaction of the two
belugas who died at the Shedd on September 22,  1992,
as an "overdose."  The dose was within known beluga tol -
erances;  why the belugas died is still a mystery.

Jim Harris ad (paid for 1/95)

species on his land,  he may be tempted to kill it and bury the body before
the government learns of the creature’s presence,  and orders him to stop
farming or refrain from building anything.  If owners were entitled to
compensation when their use of property was restricted,  they would not
have the same temptation.

This said,  I disagree with many advocates of an expansive
reading of the Fifth Amendment’s takings clause.  I am a Georgist:  I
advocate a single tax on the land value.  Under this system,  a landowner
forbidden to use his land in the most profitable way would receive a
lower tax bill,  rather than a payment for the “taking.”

––Nicholas Rosen
State College,  Pennsylvania



Absolutists

The dates of some major campaigns
are,  from a media point of view,  inappropri-
ate.  This implies no diminunition of the
efforts of those diligent colleagues who estab-
lished them.  It’s just a plea for activists who
are as a rule adept at manipulating the media
to change the dates.  Two examples:

Fur-Free Friday has been wildly
successful over the last decade.  But how
many people do you know who watch the
Friday evening news?  A local reporter who
happens to be sympathetic to our work
explains,  “Having events on Fridays is stu-
pid,  at least if you’re trying to reach the
greatest number of people through the media.
Governments announce unpopular policies on
Fridays so that no one will notice;  on
Monday mornings they unveil good news.
Many writers and copy editors and TV news
assistants take Fridays off.  People have
worked long and hard all week and don’t give
a damn what’s on the tube.”  I know FFF is an
alliterative masterpiece,  but we are an imagi-
native lot.

World Lab Animal Liberation
Week,  besides the fact that the name is cum-
bersome,  is held at the worst time of the year,
at least from a Canadian perspective.  Come
late April,  local campuses are bright and
warm and sun-drenched.  And dead.  There
are virtually no visible people at the universi-
ties,  in which the bulk of Manitoban animal
research occurs.  A few burned-out residents
may stagger out of the dregs of final exams.

central Africa and through interstate commerce in
1987.  The permit allows Tulane to buy up to 150 of
these endangered monkeys for use in leprosy exper-
iments,  and is good for 10 years.  In granting the
permit,  however,  the National Institutes of Health
agreed to fund,  conduct,  and complete a survey to
determine the remaining number of wild primates in
west and central Africa.  The survey would cost tax-
payers $250,000.  The agreement also stipulated
that Tulane would set up a captive breeding pro-
gram for sooty mangabeys.  If the survey was not
completed,  Delta would be forced to release 150
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Animals in laboratories

have lost the good he is doing in telling his
former hunting buddies why he doesn't hunt
any more.

A dog breeder called last year to
say that after reading about the request from
the Humane Society of the U.S. to voluntarily
not breed for a year,  she was putting off a lit-
ter she'd planned even though she was going
to lose her prepaid stud fee.  If I'd screamed
at her about next year's litters,  she might
have used her stud fee.  Instead, I thanked her

AmAV ad

Legislation In Support of Animals has asked the Department of the Interior for a sta-
tus report on the condition of about 100 sooty mangabey monkeys kept by the Delta Primate
Center at Tulane University.  Explains LISA president Jeff Dorson,  “After an intense lobbying
effort,  Tulane obtained a federal permit to buy wild or captive sooty mangabeys from west and

Zoos

I find the absolutism of many
activists toward animal testing disturbing.
Procter & Gamble,  for instance,  has spent
more money developing alternatives to animal
testing than all other personal care product
manufacturers combined. Should we not recog-
nize that?  Maybe even praise them a bit?

We may wish everything would hap-
pen at once,  overnight––but human beings
more often change and grow through a process
of evolution.

More letters Schools
I'm very concerned about the num-

ber of animal exploitive programs being pre-
sented in our schools,  e.g. Project Wild,
Young Farmers of America,  Let's Visit A
Research Laboratory,  and now the National
Shooting Sports Foundation's Unendangered
Species campaign,  which is to place pro-hunt-
ing videos  in 40,000 schools this year and
100,000 by the end of 1996.

Last year my attention was called to
a large news article showing a man in a high
school classroom here in South Bend,  dissect-
ing a hog.  I contacted the dietician  responsi-
ble for this program.  She said the man was
teaching the students how to buy the best meat
at the lowest price.  I told her this was not
what the caption under the photograph said.
The man was there from Future Farmers of
America,  promoting  pork.  The conversation
didn't fare too well. 

I then wrote to the school adminis-
tration.  I told them that I strongly feel that
when they have people in the schools promot-
ing special interests,  they should make a point
of having someone present the other side..

––Sue Clark
South Bend,  Indiana

Correction
A photo caption in our November

issue misidentified Chris Larter as former
director of the Brooke Hospital clinic in Petra,
Jordan;  in fact,  she was liaison officer.  We
also misidentified another former director,
Brian Thompson,  as Richard Thompson.

Hot dates

––K.B.

In autumn the campuses are bright and warm
and sun-drenched.  And there are 25,000 to
30,000 students trundling about the
University of Manitoba alone.  That’s without
news media.  

I am well aware that each of these
events draws thousands of participants each
year,  and that each is well entrenched in our
calendar of events.  Each is to a greater or
lesser degree successful.  But if there’s room
for improvement,  let us pursue it.

––James Pearson,  Coordinator
People Acting for Animal Liberation

Winnipeg,  Manitoba
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To wit:  a former hunter came into
the Knox County Humane Society to donate
monies from the sale of his guns and equip-
ment after he decided he was not going to kill
forest animals any more.  He mentioned that
he continued to fish.  Had I berated him about
fish being sentient,  too,  I probably would

sooty mangabeys from their breeding colony.”
Seven years into the contract period,  Dorson said,
"I am suspicious about the existence of any survey.
In the 412-page report on this subject released to us
under the Freedom of Information Act,  there is no
mention of any work being done to fulfill this part
of the contract.  Nor does the agreement specifiy a
data for the completion of this project,  which
makes it impossible to enforced.”

Vanny Chian Technology,  of Hong
K o n g,  has set up a $2 million subsidiary called
Nanofanny in Dong Nai province,  Vietnam,  to
breed monkeys for laboratory use.  Beginning with
3,100 monkeys,  the firm hopes to have 15,000 on
site within two years––which would make it the
world's largest primate facility.

The Ohio Supreme Court ruled on
December 21 that Ohio State University must
provide the names and work addresses of animal
researchers to attorney Shawn Thomas,  inas-
much as they "serve to document the organization,
functions,  and operations of OSU's animal research
activities."  Thomas had requested copies of all uni-
versity records from 1991 to 1994 pertaining to the
activist groups Protect Our Earth's Treasures;
Students for Animals;  Save Pets From Abuse,
Research,  and Euthanasia;  and any other humane
advocacy organizations.  He received 92 pages of
material,  but with the names and addresses of
researchers deleted.  The Animal Rights Coalition
on November 15 filed a suit against the University
of Minnesota under that state's Data Practices Act,
under almost identical circumstances. 

Dave Sickles of the Ohio activist group
Stop Taking Our Pets seeks the signatures of
nurses,  physicians,  and veterinarians on a petition
opposing pound seizure.  Contact him c/o POB
5885,  Akron,  OH  44372-5885.

profusely and made her feel good about not
breeding six or eight puppies who might have
gone on to produce thousands more.

Try putting it into this perspective:
how many veggies or vegans did it
overnight?  Many I know "evolved,"  first
giving up one thing and then another.  Should
they have been berated along the way:
"Damn it,  until you're totally veggie or
vegan,  you're worthless."

Absolutism makes animal rights
activists look at the very least as if they know
little and care less about human psychology.
I know,  companies are out for profits first.
But companies are still made up of people
and people react very badly when their posi-
tive efforts are not recognized.  Meeting such
adversity,  they tend to say "Why bother?"

––Vicky Crosetti,  Executive Director
Knox County Humane Society

Knoxville,  Tennessee

January 19: "Why Chimpanzees are
Entitled to Legal Rights,"  lecture by atty.
Steven Wise,  at John Marshall Law School,
Chicago.  Get details at 800-888-6287.
January 21-22: "Mobilizing for Action,"
activist training conference hosted by the
Endangered Species Coalition,  at
Mountaineers Club,  Seattle.  $30 registra-
tion ($10 for students).  Get details from
206-623-2734 or 206-720-4928.
February 1: deadline for 1996 Alexander
Calder Conservation Award nominations.
The award honors "individual achievement
made possible through business and conser-
vation community partnerships."  Info:  The
Conservation Fund,  1800 N. Kent St.,
Suite 1120,  Arlington,  VA  22209.
March 5: Reception opening photo exhibit
by Robert Harrison,  frequent contributor to
ANIMAL PEOPLE ,  at East Meadow
Library,  Long Island,  from 2:00 to 5:00
p.m.  "All ANIMAL PEOPLE subscribers
are welcome to attend,"  writes Harrison.
March 9-12: "Wolves AND Humans 2000:
A global perspective for managing conflict,"
conference sponsored by University of
Minnesota at Duluth.  Info:  218-726-8835
or 218-726-6819. 
March 15: deadline for entries in the UFT
Humane Ed. Committee Science Fair
Contest for Humane Science Projects,  open
to New York City students, grades
preschool through 12.  Info:  Humane
Science Contest,  POB 445,  Gracie Station,
New York,  NYC  10028.  Inquire as well
about the UFTHE's Healthy Diet Essay
Contest,  also open to grades preschool
through 12,  with an April 3 deadline.
March  24-25: "Volunteers and You,"
workshop  hosted by the American Humane
Assn.,  in Denver.  Info: Michael Kaufmann,
303-792-9900.

Upcoming

Masters opportunity
The Tufts Center for Animals and Public

Policy plans to offer a masters degree program in
“Society and Animals,”  starting this fall.  “We are
currently thinking of identifying four possible
tracks,”  says center director Andrew Rowan:  “an
issues track,  a shelter/companion animal track,  an
animal-assisted therapy track,  and a wildlife
track.”  For details,  write to the Center for
Animals and Public Policy c/o Tufts School of
Veterinary Medicine,  200 Westboro Rd.,  North
Grafton,  MA  01536;  call 508-839-7991;  fax
508-839-2953;  or e-mail arowan@opal.tufts.edu.
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The anti-exhibition clause excludes Kent
Weber and Mission Wolf,  because in addition to keep-
ing and protecting 38 captive-born timber wolves and
wolf hybrids on 13 acres of natural off-road habitat near
Silver Cliff,  Colorado,  Weber and family support the
venture by taking two of the more sociable "98%
hybrids" on acclaimed coast-to-coast lecture tours.
"Our focus,"  says Weber,  "is to dispel the many fears
people associate with the wolf,  discourage private own-
ership of wild animals as pets,  and support wild habitat
protection."  All are objectives of TAOS,  as well,  but
no matter;  at least according to the rules,  he's out. 

Erich Klinghammer and Wolf Park,  of Battle
Ground,  Indiana,  might be barred for promoting paid
admissions.  Wolf Hollow,  in Ipswich,  Massachusetts,
would be barred for both promoting paid admissions
and permitting some breeding,  which founders Paul
and Joni Soffron believe is necessary to maintain their
wolves' wild nature and pack structure.  Wolf Hollow is
problematic,  too,  because the five-acre facility is quite
small for the number of wolves and wolf hybrids in res-
idence.  Yet it is clearly a sanctuary by intent,  and
could perhaps be brought into line with the TAOS anti-
breeding policy and care standards if the anti-paid
admissions policy could be waived.

With the charity dollar in general stretched
thinner than ever before,  and animal protection dona-
tions divided among more groups and projects,  paid
admissions and lecture fees are among the few ways
sanctuaries can raise income without having to compete
directly with organizations which claim to be helping
thousands of animals rather than just tens or hundreds.  

New focus on accreditation
Incoming TAOS president Lynn Cuny of

Wildlife Rehabilitation and Rescue (see sidebar)
acknowledges the problem,  and promises to encourage
flexibility in reviewing membership and accreditation
applications,  taking into account the circumstances of
deviations from policy.  She does not,  however,  envi-
sion introducing major policy amendments.

"The board feels that now that we have com-
piled the data base,  we need to focus on accreditation,"
Cuny says.  "In 1995 we plan to bring in at least 10 new
accredited sanctuary members,"  which "will require
site visits and ongoing communication with organiza-

BOERNE,  Texas––Association of Sanctuaries president-
elect Lynn Cuny started Wildlife Rescue and Rehabilitation in 1977
incorporating one year later.  She knew from childhood that she wanted
to work with animals.  “My brother worked at the zoo and I couldn’t
wait to be old enough to follow him into zoo work,”  she
remembers––but that was the steel-and-concrete era,  when zoos were
more like dungeons than natural habitat.  “When I got there,”  she con-
tinues,  “it broke my heart.  I decided to found an organization that
would serve the needs of wild animals in free-roaming and captive situ-
ations,  because there was simply no assistance available for such ani-
mals” when they became sick or injured.  

Cuny began by distributing business cards “to any individual
or agency that might come in contact with any animals in need of help.
The very first call was from a woman who had seen a skunk with a
mayonaise jar stuck on his head,  stumbling through a neighborhood on
the far northeast side of San Antonio.  A well-placed nail with a tap
from a hammer,  and the little guy was free.” 

Lifetime care began when another of Cuny’s first cases
brought her a young bobcat.  “She was sitting in a small aquarium in a
pet shop and apparently bleeding to death after being improperly
declawed,  not that there is any proper way to declaw a bobcat,”  Cuny
recalls.  A sympathetic family bought the bobcat and treated her
wounds,  but found their home was no place for her.  

“Wildlife Rescue at that time was basically one person,  one
small house in San Antonio,  and one volunteer veterinarian who helped
out whenever he could,”  Cuny continues.  She supported herself and
her rescue efforts by delivering newspapers.  With no other alternatives,
“I turned over two rooms in my house to her.  Here she would be ‘free’
to climb bookcases,  sleep on furniture,  and gaze out the windows
watching for birds and squirrels.  This was not the perfect life by any

some moral authority on the subject of animal care.
Favoring the highest possible standards,   TAOS has
postponed making a potentially self-marginalizing deci-
sion by shelving membership development for several
years while compiling a data base on wildlife in captiv-
ity.  USDA and other documentation pertaining to all
holders of federal exotic wildlife permits other than
accredited zoos has been entered into records kept by
Barbara Rossman of Widlife Images,  one of the five
accredited member sanctuaries,  located  in Grant's
Pass,  Oregon.  

Still being edited,  the data base gives TAOS
the best records ever compiled as to who is keeping
what species,  in what numbers,  under what conditions.
In theory,  it should enable TAOS to pick out and
recruit a target membership.  But that brings up the
matter of definitions again,  and comparing the number
of self-designated sanctuaries to the number that con-
form to the present TAOS requirements hints at the dif-
ficulty ahead.  There is general agreement among self-
described sanctuarians that sanctuaries occupy a niche
distinct from but partially overlapping the niches of
zoos,  humane societies,  no-kill shelters,  wildlife reha-
bilitators,  conservation centers,  and refuges.  After
that,  things get murky––and sometimes hostile,  as
sanctuarians of differing views accuse one another of
being part of the growing captive wildlife care problem.

Simple and explicit
Founding TAOS president Pat Derby of the

Performing Animal Welfare Society insists definitions
should be simple and explicit.  TAOS members,  she
argues,  must be only those who provide lifetime care
for cast-off or injured exotic and wild animals who
can't be returned to their native habitat.  Of the 100 to
200 self-proclaimed sanctuaries in the U.S.,  Derby
guesses,   "no more than 10" could presently meet the
TAOS accreditation requirements.  

"Eighty percent,"  she insists, not only don't
meet the TAOS requirements,  but "are substandard" in
level of care provided,  "either because the people run-
ning them lack the  knowledge to do it properly,  or
because they are actually functioning as roadside zoos,
or because they are breeding."

Rule One of the TAOS policy statement
adopted under Derby's leadership states,  "No breed-

THE SANCTUARY DILEMMA (from page one)

Puma in Wildlife Rescue and Rehabilitation "jungle."

She began with a bobcat



tions which are actively working to care for wild ani-
mals in captive situations."  Outreach will be mainly to
"a number of rehabilitation organizations,"  whose work
has expanded into lifetime care of animals who can't be
returned to the wild.

Fundraising too will get attention.  Early in
1994,  TAOS hired noted captive wildlife care consul-
tant Sue Pressman to handle the accreditation program
and other duties.  Before the year was out,  the arrange-
ment ended;  TAOS couldn't pay her.  The only paid
staffer at present is administrator Scott Vorhees.

The TAOS board and advisory board,  once
heavy with people better known for animal rights advo-
cacy than sanctuary work,  are now diversified.  Current
voting board members include Detroit Zoo director Ron
Kagan and SPCA of Texas executive director Warren
Cox,  as well as sanctuarians Derby and Cuny and
Houston Animal Rights Team president Sean Hawkins.
The built-in liaison with the zoo and humane communi-
ties should help,  and a more apparent focus on hands-
on animal care could increase the interest of eligible
non-members.

"We all realize we are faced with an enormous
task,"  says Cuny,  who will serve a three-year term.
(Derby served three consecutive one-year terms.)  "As
TAOS works to meet and exchange ideas with the grow-
ing number of people in the captive wildlife field,  we
feel certain we can be successful in improving the con-
ditions for captive wildlife in this country."

––Merritt Clifton

means.  I decided the first and best longterm goal for WRR was to find
land and set up a safe sanctuary for wild animals like this bobcat,  who
had been abused or injured so severely that they could never again go
free.  They could at least live in captive natural habitats and be cared for
without being exploited.  I also decided that the perfect logo for Wildlife
Rescue would be a bobcat.”

By the time Cuny raised the funds for her first sanctuary,  she
had a second bobcat,  a young male whom someone left on her porch.
Most of the animals Cuny handled then,  as now,  were soon returned to
the wild,  but the number in permanent care kept growing.  After  a 1985
flash flood wrecked the first sanctuary,  killing several animals,  Cuny
moved the survivors to the present 21-acre off-road site in March 1986.
At first,  Cuny and WRR assistant director Tim Ajax recall,  they got
lots of anxious inquiries about so-called nuisance wildlife,  especially
coyotes and foxes.  They don’t get as many now.  “Maybe we’ve educat-
ed the community about living and letting live,”  Ajax speculates.

First impressions of WRR can be misleading,  as immense vul-
tures roost on every high point––particularly the old telephone poles
supporting the nets and fencing that enclose house-sized flyways and
even bigger habitats for pumas,  wolves,  bobcats,  foxes,  and coyotes.  

“We didn’t invite the vultures,”  Cuny laughs.  “They found
us.”  In a sense,  they’re volunteer helpers.  “Every now and then some-
one brings us an injured vulture,”  Cuny explains.  “We don’t even both-
er to put them in a flyway.  We just let them walk around outside,  and
with all the other vultures here,  they do just fine.”

Cuny has noticed a tendency for injured animals to “buddy
up,”  even though they may be quite territorial in the wild.  The pumas
provide the most dramatic example.  Wild males typically defend about
300 square miles,  overlapping portions of the habitat of several females,
who each defend about half as much.  Intruders may be killed.  Within
the WRR compounds,  half a dozen pumas may share a fraction of an
acre.  Trees and brush allow them no more than the illusion of solitude.
Yet,  though there is much kittenish stalking and pouncing,  there is no
fighting––not even among those who come to WRR fully grown.  

“I think it has to do with the availability of food,”  Cuny says.
“When they know they’ll get their meals,  they'll make friends.”

A large pond,  zoo-sized cages for primates and coatimundis,
and various outbuildings complete the model refuge,  humming with
paid staff and volunteers as well as animals.  Someone is always on the
job:  WRR’s best-known service is a 24-hour-a-day wildlife rescue hot-
line,  always answered by a trained human being.

The WRR budget is modest––circa $200,000 a year––for the
number of animals handled.  Learning to work with limited resources
has come more easily to Cuny than the knack of fundraising.  Once she
received repeated telephone messages from a man who said he was a
Jaguar dealer.  Having no use for wildlife trafficking,  she ignored him.
When he finally did reach her,  she told him exactly what she thinks of
people who sell jaguars,  “unless you mean the car.”

“I mean the car,”  the man said.
Accepting Cuny’s embarrassed apologies,  the Jaguar dealer

has helped WRR financially ever since.
Lynn Cuny and friend.

ing."  Rule Two adds,  "No commercial activity.
Commercial shall be defined as:  conducting any activi-
ty that is not inherent to the animal's nature,  allowing
free-roaming public access to the resident animals or
the sanctuary,  utilizing sanctuary animals for entertain-
ment or exhibition,  buying selling,  trading,  bartering,
auctioning,  donating animals or their body parts,  and
charging admission for public viewing of the animals,
but not limited to the above."

The object is to eliminate exotic pet breeders,
game ranchers,  canned hunts,  and roadside zoos.  But
the "no breeding" proviso also excludes anyone who
may participate in a Species Survival Plan administrat-
ed by the Association of Zoos and Aquariums,  or a
restoration plan managed by state or federal wildlife
departments.  That eliminates facilities as diverse and
renowned as Shirley McGreal's International Primate
Protection League gibbon sanctuary,  and Howard
Gilman's White Oak Conservation Center,  managed by
John Lukas,  who heads two AZA Species Survival
Plans,  hosts the captive breeding effort on behalf of the
Florida panther,   and authored a bill of rights for cap-
tive wildlife (published in the June 1994 edition of
ANIMAL PEOPLE),  which emphasized the same
principle embodied in TAOS' Rule Five:  

"All member organizations' institutional poli-
cies shall provide a responsibility for the life of the ani-
mal.  Such responsibility shall include but not be limit-
ed to relocation to native habitat and/or relocation to a
significantly better quality of care."
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backing a credible member with the credibili-
ty of the collective.  If the charges are sus-
tained,  the self-regulatory body usually seeks
to rectify whatever is wrong through a combi-
nation of peer pressure and lending a hand.

TAOS effectively did nothing.
Some individuals within TAOS did look into
the matter,  but in Swett’s estimation the
group was already compromised by the activ-
ities of others who––aligned with Holrah in
unrelated advocacy matters––gave the
accusers a presumption of equal credibility.
Other investigations were carried out by
Friends of Animals and ANIMAL PEOPLE.
Each determined from the available evidence
that Swett had been badly maligned.  A year
later,  however,  the Holrah dossier resur-
faced amid a bitter dispute over billing
between Swett and attorney Steven Wise,
who had represented him in that matter and
others,  including a long battle over a major
endowment from The Dolger Trust. 

Money
The gist of the Dolger dispute was

that the money was left to the first Primarily
Primates,  begun in Massachusetts by Muriel
Mackey.  Swett and the late Greg Miller
founded the San Antonio sanctuary a few
years later,  in 1981,  with the understanding
that Mackey would eventually close the
Massachusetts site and move with her mon-
keys to Texas.  By the time the present
Primarily Primates site was prepared,  how-
ever,  Mackey changed her mind.  When she
became incapacitated,  her monkeys were
reportedly neglected.  Swett evacuated them
to Texas and arranged for the Dolger funding
that was supposed to provide for their upkeep
to follow them.  Claiming Swett had “stolen”
the organization,  volunteers associated with
the Massachusetts sanctuary fought the
arrangements.  The case was finally settled in
Swett’s favor in 1993.  Wise,  owed tens of
thousands of dollars,  immediately sought his

Primarily Primates
LEON SPRING,  Texas–– Wally

Swett of Primarily Primates president Wally
Swett was among the first to advocate form-
ing the Association of Sanctuaries,   and par-
ticipated in many of the founding discus-
sions,  with the proviso that he not have to
attend meetings or be elected to any office
due to lack of time to perform the duties.
Pressured to attend meetings and take an
office anyway,  he recalls,  he withdrew
instead.

Swett's non-participation still hurts
TAOS. Few sanctuarians in the world have
more credibility with peers than Swett,  who
is considered the pioneer of the art of reso-
cialing institutionalized primates.  Long
before Zoo Atlanta rehabilitated Willie B.,
the gorilla who spent 27 years in solitary con-
finement and is now Exhibit A for the suc-
cess of resocialization,  Swett was routinely
taking monkeys who had spent a decade or
more caged,  alone,  in homes,  roadside
zoos,  and laboratories,  and successfully
reintroducing them to family groups––some-
thing other experts had believed impossible.
When Swett backed away from TAOS,  other
sanctuarians held back too.

Ironically,  Swett and Primarily
Primates within a few more months became
the first nationally reputed sanctuary whose
reputation TAOS might have defended,  if it
had been organized and motivated to do so.
In midsummer 1992,  John Holrah of the San
Antonio-based animal rights advocacy group
Voices for Animals assembled an eyepopping
dossier of accusations against Swett,  issued
by unhappy former staff and volunteers,
some of whom had been dismissed for cause.
Copies were circulated to several of Primarily
Primates’ major funders by PETA president
Ingrid Newkirk and Wayne Pacelle,  now a
vice president of the Humane Society of the
U.S.,  but then national director for the Fund
for Animals––and a member of the TAOS
advisory board.

Normal procedure for representa-

wage labor should not be made board mem-
bers,  had been added to the Primarily
Primates board.  Both were ousted in the
1993 board election.  Trevino and Karon
were among Swett’s ardent defenders a year
earlier,  but Trevino now sent the Holrah
dossier to Texas assistant attorney general
John Vinson,  adding complaints of her own.
Karon backed her up.  Vinson sued Primarily
Primates––and two other witnesses for Swett
amended previous statements to A N I M A L
P E O P L E,  while Swett stumbled in docu-
menting his own side of things,  resulting in
reluctantly critical coverage.  

But Vinson gradually backed off.
Initially seeking to oust Swett from the man-
agement,  he eventually accepted legal
restructuring,  in an out-of-court settlement
pertaining strictly to technical matters,  with
no reference to standards of care,  use of
funds,  or relations with staff and volunteers,
all of which were attacked in the Holrah
dossier and the statements from Trevino and
Karon.  Although Vinson told A N I M A L
PEOPLE several times that he intended to
reinstate charges pertaining to those issues by
March 1994,  he hasn’t done so yet.  Texas
attorney general’s office deputy press secre-
tary Sonya Sanchez said in August that the

Howlers at Primarily Primates.   (Photo by Kim Bartlett)
have improved dramatically since 1987,"
Cook finished,   "when I first visited.”

Primarily Primates is also endorsed
by San Antonio attorney Richard Streiber,
who placed a tufted capuchin there in 1991,
after keeping her for 15 years as a household
pet.  Visiting the capuchin "several times a
week,"  Streiber says she's receiving excellent
care.  Since Wise was dismissed,  his firm
represents the sanctuary.

Although the allegations have hurt
Primarily Primates financially to the point
that the paid staff has been cut back to one
person beyond Swett and Tello,  who draw
small stipends rather than salaries,  ANIMAL
P E O P L E likewise found only exemplary
care on a recent visit,  made with just 24
hours notice.  If anything,  the financial pinch
has improved conditions in one respect:   to
save labor,  the once neatly mowed grounds
have been allowed to grow up.  Tall grass and
wildflowers surround the cages,  while oak
trees and drooping Spanish moss provide
shade.  It's as close to a jungle as is possible
in the Texas hill country.  The primates are
for the most part oblivious to humans,  busy
instead with each other,  or interacting with
the squirrels,  rabbits,  guinea fowl,  and other
small animals who roam between cages.  The



tive self-regulatory bodies in such situations
is to promptly and privately investigate the
charges,  with the presumption that the
accused is innocent until proven guilty,   and
then,  if the charges are not sustained,  to
issue a statement of support for the accused,

case is still under investigation,  but there is
no sign of any activity.  

Allegations refuted
Even if Vinson’s case remains dor-

mant,  the legal fighting isn’t over.  Wise,
unable to collect his full bill in Texas,  con-
tinues to sue Primarily Primates in
Massachusetts.  But charges of negligence
toward animals on the part of Swett and his
longtime partner Stephen Tello have never
been verified––and have been refuted by
every independent witness,  including former
Kansas City Zoo primate keeper Margaret
Cook.  Finding several primates sold by the
zoo during the mid-1980s in allegedly abu-
sive roadside zoos and traveling animal
shows,  Cook has purchased several and
placed them with Primarily Primates.  The
best-known among them is Pumpkin,  an
orangutan,  who has his own trust fund,  to be
used eventually to build him a cage big
enough to share with a mate.  Pumpkin is
meanwhile in a temporary structure,  slated to
become one corner of the permanent quarters.
Failure to finish the permanent quarters was
construed as neglect by some of Swett’s
accusers.  Alarmed,  Cook and primatologist
Carol Noone inspected Primarily Primates in
late 1993,  when the furor was loudest.  

“I saw absolutely no signs of either
neglect or mistreatment,”  Cook told A N I-
MAL PEOPLE.  

The orangutan cage hasn't been
built because the trust fund isn't yet big
enough to build a mate-sized facility,  and as
Tello explains,  "He's going to be here for the
next 40 years,  so we want to build him the
best structure we can."

“I saw no cruelty whatsoever,"
Cook continued.  "Primarily Primates isn’t
the greatest place in the world for these ani-
mals,  because they belong in the jungle.  The
facilities are like a second-class zoo,”  with
most of the animals occupying corn-crib
cages,  while the water and electrical systems
are inclined to frequent breakdowns.  (Swett
says he’d lay out the water and power lines
entirely differently if he could do it over.)
“But the public isn’t allowed in to gawk at
the primates and harass them,  and things

share of the settlement––but a bigger share
than Swett believes was due him.

Meanwhile,  friction broke out
between Swett and two volunteers,  Kay
Trevino and Melissa Karon,  who contrary to
the conventional wisdom that volunteers and

Monkeys,  baboon greet guests at Primarily Primates.   (Photos by Kim Bartlett.)

Primarily Primates population has also stabi-
lized,  as short funds have obliged Swett to
set limits on what he can take.  Most primates
can still be integrated into family groups
within existing enclosures.  Non-primates are
generally referred elsewhere.  Two sleek
black panthers,  who purr and roll in the dust
like housecats,  are the most noteworthy non-
primates remaining in residence.  They're due
to get expanded quarters soon.   

Stood up for Cuny
The ultimate irony of the official

non-involvement of TAOS on behalf of Swett
is that in the middle of it all Swett did stand
up for current TAOS president Lynn Cuny,
when she was maligned under parallel cir-
cumstances.  Five of the same former volun-
teers and staff who contributed to Holrah's
dossier attacking Swett took a strikingly simi-
lar dossier on Cuny to local TV news reporter
Mike Turcot,  who ripped Wildlife Rescue
and Rehabilitation for four nights in a row
during November 1992.  Turcot focused on
allegedly inadequate fencing,  deliberately
breaking a strand of Cuny's wire––with some
effort––to make his point on camera.
Catching the broadcasts,  Swett recognized
that "the allegations were almost carbon
copies of the ones made about me and
Primarily Primates."  Although Swett and
Cuny have often clashed (their sanctuaries are
just 15 miles apart),  he immediately sent the
station a letter of support for her,  and tele-
phoned ANIMAL PEOPLE.  Calling the sta-
tion to find out what was going on,  A N I-
MAL PEOPLE found Turcot preparing fur-
ther attacks,  alleging financial improprieties
at WRR––based on a serious misreading of
WRR filings of IRS Form 990.  

The fifth night,  the station apolo-
gized for Turcot's attacks.  

Cuny remembers Swett's interven-
tion.  Significantly,  soon after her election to
the TAOS presidency,  she and other TAOS
officers discreetly helped arrange A N I M A L
PEOPLE's return visit to Primarily Primates.
Efforts to re-establish formal relations
between Primarily Primates and TAOS m a y
soon follow.
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WRR director Lynn Cuny maintains diplomatic
silence.  Azvestus was a volunteer at WRR before founding
WAO,  who departed because she and Cuny didn’t see eye-to-
eye.  One obvious difference of opinion involves the propriety
of supporting an erstwhile sanctuary with paid admissions.
The Association of Sanctuaries,  which Cuny now heads,
holds that charging admission and admitting the general pub-
lic turns a purported sanctuary into a roadside zoo.  While
WAO admits the public only on escorted tours,  and had no
other guests for the hour that ANIMAL PEOPLE visited,  on
a sunny Sunday afternoon,  the resemblance to a roadside zoo
is evident.  There are the tiger cages close to the perimeter
fence,  for instance––the biggest and best cages at the site,
arranged so that the animals are clearly visible to attract
passers-by,  or perhaps be harassed or even shot at.  The
cyclone fencing is secure,  but it isn’t tall enough to intercept
thrown objects,  nor could it stop gunfire.  Since the San
Antonio Zoo a few miles away has had problems with break-
ins and vandalism,  the threat isn’t strictly hypothetical.

A donkey and a llama kept together in a “petting
area” are another hallmark of a roadside zoo,  as is the
menagerie aspect of the back part of the lot,  where many
unrelated species are kept in small concrete-floored,  wire-
fenced cages resembling humane society dog runs.  In addi-
tion to the big cats WAO seems best at handling,  there are
raccoons,  skunks,  coatimundis,  a badger,  wolf hybrids,  and

wolves.  But there are no garish signs,  and no neon lights,
not even at Christmas.  Nor are there souvenir stands,  or food
concessions.

On the whole,  WAO most resembles a no-kill dog-
and-cat shelter:  crowded,  yet clean and well-maintained.
The animals,  except for the most recent admissions,  have
sleek coats and seem generally healthy––even One-eyed Jack,
a severely malnourished puma who wasn’t given good odds of
survival when he arrived.  

The only evidently unhealthy animals are an obese
African lioness,  who came that way and is still slimming
down,  and Tripoli,  a  former circus tiger who lost his job in
show business after suffering multiple fractures of his right
front leg in a jump.  WAO has been raising funds for nearly a
year to pay for surgery to enable him to walk normally again.

Although some animals are pregnant on arrival and
give birth at WAO,  most are promptly neutered;  the excep-

Can Wild Animal
Orphanage be

brought up to par?
SAN ANTONIO,  Texas––Keeping perhaps the

biggest collection of former crackhouse guard-cats in Texas,
Carol Azvestus’ Wild Animal Orphanage lies beside a nar-
row,  lightly traveled road on the extreme northwestern edge
of the city,  just down a low grade from an old-fashioned
Pentecostal church that still holds Sunday picnics.  Scrub oaks
and grazing horses across the road complete a superficially
tranquil vista.  In fact,  WAO is only minutes from a major
shopping center,  Sea World San Antonio,  and several trans-
portation arteries,  some of them being widened in anticipa-
tion of rapid development.

Already Azvestus has used almost all the land she
has.  A quarantine area is going up in one of the few vacant
corners.  Yet her menagerie is still rapidly growing.  In addi-
tion to the 150-odd animals on site when ANIMAL PEOPLE
paid an incognito visit,  another 13 big cats were to arrive
within a week from a defunct roadside zoo in North Carolina. 

Space is just one of WAO’s problems.  Money,  as
at all sanctuaries,  is another.  WAO reportedly raised $95,000
last year,  but spent $98,000,  and is concerned that the clo-
sure of local military bases could cut donations.  Animal care
conditions and some management practices are also problem-
atic.  And Azvestus has antagonized many people,  including
at least one local newspaper editor and several fellow sanctu-
arians.  She adds to her colleagues’ annoyance with brochures
asserting,  “Wild Animal Orphanage is the only shelter of its
kind in the United States licensed by the USDA under the
Animal Welfare Act.”  In truth,  there are hundreds of
licensed facilities comparable to WAO––and two much better
established sanctuaries,  Primarily Primates and Wildlife
Rescue and Rehabilitation,  are within a 40-minute drive.  

Roadside zoo or sanctuary?
Wally Swett,  of Primarily Primates,  is tolerant of

Azvestus,  opining that she’s trying to do a good thing and
learning as she goes.  “But I wish she didn’t have primates,”
he adds.  While the big cats at WAO seem reasonably well
adapted to their usually cramped quarters,  the smaller pri-
mates are visibly distressed at their proximity to predators,
and two chimpanzees all but beg for something to do.

Obese lioness,  Siberian tiger at Wild Animal Orphanage.



SHARON,  Wisconsin––The JES Exotics
Sanctuary isn’t a member of the Association of Sanctuaries,
Jill Shumak explains,  because after attending one TAOS
meeting as a guest,  Jill and her husband E.J. were “not con-
vinced that it had anything to offer us.”

Explains E.J.,  "They were coming on like another
regulatory body,  and we already have regulators up to here,
with the state,  county,  local,  and federal.  Any time you
have a sanctuary,  you have everybody looking over your
shoulder."  

The Shumaks had no objection to the TAOS
accreditation requirements,  but they weren't interested in any
more red tape.  They would have been interested,  E.J. says,
if TAOS had appeared as if it would develop the clout for
membership and accreditation to be meaningful in reducing
governmental hassles. 

"As it is,"  he continues,  "the regulatory bodies
permit the breeders to keep producing these animals to where
they're a problem,  and then they don't do anything about the
problem,  but if you're running a shelter or sanctuary and try-
ing to do something about it yourself,  they treat you like
you're the problem."

E.J. admits he and Jill set out to breed pumas them-
selves,  out of ignorance,  when they acquired their first pair
in 1973.   “Thank God we didn’t,”  he goes on.  "We thought
there was a need to breed the pumas because they were
endangered,  although officially they're still not endangered
because people want to hunt them.  Incredibly,"  he adds,
"we were stupid enough to think that exotics were all well
cared for.    We of course soon found out that these animals
are bred without regard to their health and without concern
for how they will be used.”  

Already involved in animal rescue,  as volunteers
with the Hooved Animal Humane Society,  the Shumaks
dropped their idea of breeding soon enough that no exotic
animals have ever been conceived at JES––although they
have rescued animals with litters.  "Everyone is neutered or
spayed,"  Jill assures.  "The male African lions have vasec-
tomies,  to avoid upsetting their hormonal balance."

“We soon started getting misfits,”  E.J. continues.
“We would hear of a leopard being put to sleep because she
was too old to breed,  or a lion being sold to a canned hunt,
or a tiger being beaten and abused.”  

“Never in a million years would I have thought that
the abuse we saw on horses would extend into exotics,”  adds

Jill.  Her awakening came when they acquired Samantha,  a
panther who had been "disciplined" repeatedly with a base-
ball bat.  Next came a couple of tigers.  They now have 30
big cats,  including an 1,100-pound "liger,"  a lion/tiger
hybrid;  three black bears;  and about 120 other animals,
including monkeys,  foxes,  peacocks,  and coatimundis.

"When an animal comes to us,"  E.J. states,  "he
stays here for the rest of his life,  and is then buried,  whole
and with respect,  here on the farm.  If God gives you some-
thing on this earth,  it's up to you to be responsible for it."

At first,  JES Exotics was maintained entirely by
Jill and the Shumak sons,   financed out of E.J.’s salary as a
police officer.  When E.J. retired,  however,  in 1989,  they
incorporated nonprofit and began to seek donations,  includ-
ing carcasses of dead livestock brought by nearby farmers.
Many of the animals are sponsored by contributors who
pledge to send a specified amount of money each month for
their support.  But many animals are not sponsored.

Although JES Exotics operates on an annual budget
of as little as $35,000,  paying no salaries,  "We're always in
the red,"  Jill admits.  Yet they share food donations with as
many as 15 other Chicago-area shelters and sanctuaries.

The Shumaks host visitors every other Sunday
afternoon,  or by appointment.  Though holding a USDA
exhibitor's license,  to cover limited use of their animals in
off-site educational programs,  they do not charge admission.
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tions are two young jaguars,  who according to a WAO tour
guide have never mated. 

The biggest problem at WAO,  as at many relatively
new sanctuaries,  is simply that the number of exotic animals
needing sanctuary greatly exceeds the resources available to
them.  Azvestus and WAO have not yet learned to say “no.”  

Perhaps the greatest challenge for the Association of
Sanctuaries will be bringing facilities of this kind up to
scratch and into the fold.  TAOS will have to develop out-
reach and assistance programs that respond to the realities of
fundraising and animal care as the second,  third,  or fourth
sanctuary in a municipal area––which does not necessarily
mean being redundant.  In the San Antonio area,  for instance,
there is little need for Azvestus to take primates,  since
Primarily Primates is nearby and Wildlife Rescue and
Rehabilitation also takes them.  There is a shortage,  however,
of permanent placement facilities for exotic cats.

Sanctuarians running roadside zoo-like facilities
meanwhile must be persuaded to seek help from better-estab-
lished sanctuaries,  which they may see as rivals.   Until then,
many struggle to invent solutions to problems others have
long since solved.

"If God gives you something on this earth,
it's up to you to be responsible for it."
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Everybody must get stoned,  even Wildlife Waystation
eight press releases and a photo packet on November 14,
coinciding with the mailing of the appeal letter.

Behind the scenes,  the Higashi resignation apparent-
ly heated up an existing board conflict.  On November 29,
five more board members resigned,  including the treasurer.
That left  just eight members––although among them,
Wenners pointed out,  “are the president,  the secretary,  and
others who have been involved since Wildlife Waystation was
first incorporated.”

Days later,  as Wildlife Waystation animal sponsors
received the November 14 appeal,  many also also got copies
of a December 1 letter from Higashi.  “I feel I must let you
know that I did not resign willingly,”  she said,  “but was com-
pelled by my conscience to do so.  I will no longer give any
financial assistance to Wildlife Waystation or participate in
any fundraising activities for their benefit.”

Giving no further detail,  Higashi left recipients to
wonder.  Colette herself called Higashi’s remarks “puzzling”
in a December 8 response.  Certainly Wildlife Waystation fil-
ings of IRS Form 990 show little cause for concern over finan-
cial management.  In fiscal 1993,  Wildlife Waystation spent a
relatively high 43% of its budget on overhead,  including 28%
for administration and 15% for fundraising,  and in fiscal
1995,  according to Colette,  49% is to go toward overhead,
including the same 28% for administration plus 21% for

Selling her home and business,  she invested $250,000 in
building the Wildlife Waystation.  Even from an economic
point of view,  the gamble paid off;  Colette now earns
$60,000 a year as board chairperson,  comparable to the
salaries of humane society and animal control department
executive directors whose budgets are in the same range.

Size no protection from flak
Success,  however,  has not exempted Wildlife

Waystation from many of the same problems afflicting small-
er sanctuaries.  In 1989,  for example,  it handled 2,400 ani-
mals,  with 453 animals in residence––only about half the
workload of the past two years.  The volunteer staff grew
rapidly to meet the increasing need for help.   As often hap-
pens,  personality clashes came along with the extra hands,
exascerbated by the practice of putting all volunteers who
were appointed to head programs on the board of directors.
Standard nonprofit management advice holds that putting an
employee or volunteer in a position of supervisory authority
over the working head of an organization is a recipe for crisis.  

A textbook example occurred at Wildlife
Waystation on July 29,  1994,  when sponsor chair Diana
Higashi resigned after three years of friction with Colette and
other board members over the record-keeping.  According to

Left:  veterinarian Silvio Santinelli,  Martine Colette,  and assistant examine a Burmese python.  Above:  Colette teaches volunteers to bottle-nurse a baby squirrel.  (Wildlife Waystation photos.) 

ANGELES NATIONAL FOREST,  California––
Wildlife Waystation,  founded by former Hollywood costume
designer Martine Colette,  is the biggest wildlife rehabilitation
center and sanctuary in the U.S.––and perhaps the world.
Forty of the most recognized names in show business help
Colette raise the annual budget of circa $1.5 million. 

Occupying 160 acres in Tujunga Canyon, Wildlife
Waystation has 14 paid staffers,  32 volunteers who live on
the premises,  and 175 commuting volunteers,  of whom
about 35 are active regulars.  It answers 50,000 telephone
calls a year,  handling more than 4,000 animals annually,
including wildlife and exotics picked up by many local and
regional animal control departments.  The biggest of these is
the Los Angeles Board of Animal Regulation,  serving the
third largest human population of any animal control depart-
ment in the country.

Colette started young.  Born in France,  she was
pushed toward show business by her mother,  who stressed
dancing and music lessons,  but preferred traveling with her
father,  a Belgian diplomat and amateur naturalist.  “Dad was
the kind of person who would buy a snake to save it from
Asian vendors,  and tip natives for bringing in sick or injured
animals,”  she remembers.  

Colette began rehabilitation work in earnest in
Africa,  where “As soon as the village people realized I liked



animals,  everyone began bringing offerings to us.  We had no
veterinarians and very little in the way of medicine to help
sick animals.  Our basics were penicillin,  iodine,  tincture of
violet,  sulfur powders,  and goat’s milk.  If these did not
work,  the animals died.”

Colette continued wildlife rehabilitation as a hobby
in Hollywood,  until a menagerie of more than 40 exotics in
need of permanent care forced her to choose between her
career and her avocation in 1976.  The avocation won.

Bob Wenners,  a former volunteer who was hired effective
January 1,  1994 as business administrator and corporate sec-
retary,  Higashi had resisted “initial directives to change the
program to raise more funds.”  

Meanwhile,  Wildlife Waystation prepared its most
aggressive holiday fundraising campaign to date,  citing an
urgent need to renovate animal holding facilities by February
25,  to comply with California’s new law governing captive
wildlife care.  Publicist Pat Kramer hit all relevant media with

fundraising.  However,  hands-on animal care facilities gener-
ally have higher overhead costs than other animal-related
charities.  In Wildlife Waystation’s case,  the tilt is more pro-
nounced because of the very heavy use of volunteers to fulfill
program services.  Extra fundraising expenditures for fiscal
1995 are in line with necessity,  and while Colette herself is
well paid,  the next highest salary in the organization is the
$31,487––well below the norm––paid to chief veterinarian
Silvio Santinelli,  for fulltime and on-call duties.

Why shelters and sanctuaries get stoned from within

Warm Store ad - paid for . 

As Lynn Cuny's Wildlife Rescue and
Rehabilitation sanctuary has expanded,  the incoming presi-
dent of the Association of Sanctuaries has learned to study
human as well as animal behavior.  After absorbing a
media bashing led by former volunteers in late 1992,
between similar bashings endured by distant neighbor
Wally Swett of Primarily Primates,  Cuny shared some the-
ories with ANIMAL PEOPLE that have subsequently
proved valid in many other sanctuary and shelter blow-ups.

“Problems don’t begin because of just one per-
son,”  she said.  “They begin with a particular combination.
You may have a potential problem smouldering for years in
someone who’s otherwise a very good employee or volun-
teer.  This will be someone with low self-esteem,  a pro-
found poverty mentality,  who needs and wants an inordi-
nate amount of encouragement and recognition.  If you are
a successful sanctuary or shelter,  your success at animal
care can make these people crazy.  They see the animals
being loved and appreciated,  and money being spent on
care and medicine,  and they don’t believe they could ever
have these things in their own lives.  They become jealous.
Then you bring in someone else,  who’s young and inex-
perienced and idealistic,  with a good education and some
media savvy.  That person quickly becomes disillusioned
with the realities of what you’re doing,”  for instance when
a radical vegan sees Cuny accepting donations of venison
from hunters to help feed the WRR pumas. Although Cuny
herself is a vegetarian,  she feels compromise is essential to
give the big cats as normal and natural a life as possible.

“The person who isn’t really committed to the
work,”  she continued,   “can use the complaints of the per-
son who feels jealous as a pretext to quit,”  and may
orchestrate a campaign against the shelter or sanctuary in
question rather than acknowledge personal failures.  The
strategy not only tends to harm the shelter or sanctuary,  but
also harms the jealous person,  who typically loses a job he
or she couldn’t afford to lose and wouldn’t ever have given
up without the intervention of the idealist.

“Something I learned from all this,”  Cuny said,
“is that I don’t have to take anybody who shows up and
says he or she wants to work.  If you believe that all your
animals deserve is whoever comes,  then that’s all you’re
going to attract.  You need to establish an atmosphere that
attracts sane,  mature,  experienced people.”

Gives people a chance
But Cuny hasn’t let her bad experience cut her

off from giving people a chance,  even some who might
appear problematic.  “You can’t not have volunteers,”  she
explained.  “It’s a coin-toss whether some of them are
going to work out,  but I can’t live in fear that someone
won’t.  We check prospective volunteers out to the extent
that we can.  We ask why they want to help us,  what they
think the animals’ place is,  and what species they would
save if they could save a species.  We ask if they’re vege-
tarians,  because if they are and they want to extend that
belief to the carnivores here,  obviously that’s not going to
work.  We’re looking for individuals’ personal philoso-
phies.  How they feel about zoos and circuses,  for exam-
ple,  sometimes does not affect the role they’re going to
play for us,  and sometimes it does.”

Cuny has accepted volunteers who were hunters,
and has seen them change “spiritually and morally”
through their contact with the WRR animals.  “There is
the action,  and there is the individual,”  she explained.
“A person who hunts isn’t always an evil individual.
Some want to work around animals like our pumas and
bears because of their macho image.  Then they change
their own self-image,”  as they get to know the animals.  

“We’ve also had people who have worked in
research labs,”  Cuny adds.  “God knows there are enough
of those around here.  They see that animals have value to
some people,  and we can effect some real changes.
You’re not just getting people to clean up crap when you
recruit volunteers;  you’re having some influence.”

Ultimately,  like everyone else who takes on staff,
Cuny trusts her intuition.  “When we meet somebody,”  she
concluded,  “I believe we know whether that person is right for
us.  If we listen to what we already know,  I think we will
make better decisions.  Honesty is really important.  The
expectations of volunteers have to be realistic.  They have to
know if they want to be there or not.”
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Henry Spira

...and special thanks to...
Our successful farm animal campaigns include the virtual elimination of the shackling and
hoisting of large animals and the abolition of the face branding of cattle imported from
Mexico.  It could not have happened without generous contributions of time and
resources of The American Society for the Prevention of Cruel ty to Animals ,
the Bernice Barbour Foundation,  Roger A. Caras,  Barbara S. C lapp,  Maureen
Cunnie,  Mark G raham,  John A. Hoyt,  The Humane Society of the Uni ted
States,  Paul G . Irwin,  Sid and Helaine Lerner,  The Massachusetts Society
for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals,  Elinor Molbegott, the Wil li am and
Charlotte Parks Foundation,  L inda W. Pe trie,  Bernard E. Rol l in,  Andrew N .
Rowan ,   the Mar i l yn  M .  S impson Trust ,   Peter  S i nger ,   the Summer lee
Foundation,  Georgia Til l inghast,  G.W. Thornton,  J eanne Waller,  Palmer
Wayne and others too numerous to mention.

We cannot adequately thank the above individuals and organizations whose support and
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Dog logo The Watchdog moni -
tors fundraising,  spending,
and political activity in the
name of animal and habitat
p rotection—both pro and
con.  His empty bowl stands
for all the bowls left empty
when some take more than
they need.

The
Watchdog

ANIMAL PEOPLE hadn’t scheduled a third part
of our “Dirty Pool” series on propaganda interfering with
marine mammal protection,  but as the second part went to
press on November 22,  Warner Brothers and New Regency
Productions donated $2 million to a new Free Willy/Keiko
Foundation formed by Earth Island Institute,  the purpose of
which is to raise $10 million to buy Keiko,  the orca star of
both the 1993 film Free Willy! and a forthcoming sequel
made with out-takes;  fly him to a yet-to-be-built rehabilita-
tion site in Newport,  Oregon;  and prepare him for eventual
release.  But Keiko’s  owner,  the Reino Aventura amuse-
ment park in Mexico City,  is apparently not yet commited.

The Center for Whale Research in Friday Harbor,
Washington,  made the matter look a bit like a re-run with a
November bulletin headlined "How is Keiko,  and what can
be done to help?”  CWR claims to have struck a verbal deal
in August 1993 with Reino Aventura,  to fly him to a reha-
bilitation center in the Bahamas and prepare him for release.
However,  the story goes,  the Alliance of Marine Mammal
Parks and Aquariums got wind of it and dispatched execu-
tives to Mexico City in the Sea World jet to keep it from
happening.  CWR gave up on the deal in May 1994.

This is not a new story.  ANIMAL PEOPLE pub-
lished a version of it as a letter from Chris Stroud of the
Whale and Dolphin Conservation Society in December 1993,
as Sea World declined comment.  A year later,  though,
we’re aware of at least five  deals purportedly made by vari-
ous groups on Keiko’s behalf,  none of them completed.  

The AMMPA version of the Keiko story is that
members had been trying to cure Keiko of a skin virus for
two years before CWR got involved.  According to AMMPA
executive director Marilee Keefe, AMMPA and Sea World
were unaware of CWR’s purported deal when a team flew to
Mexico City to install a new water chilling and filtration sys-

Storm in a seapen
Three of five ex-Navy dolphins scheduled for return to the

sea in a deal arranged by the Humane Society of the U.S. arrived
November 30 at the Sugarloaf Dolphin Sanctuary near Key West,
Florida,  after an all-day flight from San Diego.  Two more dolphins
were to be flown to Sugarloaf after recovering from minor ailments.  

But jubilation was short-lived.  Within two weeks,
Sugarloaf owner Lloyd Good III fired director of husbandry Rick
Trout and dolphin trainer Lynne Stringer,  reportedly due to conflicts
with director of rehabilitation and release Ric O’Barry of the
Dolphin Project.  Trout and Stringer responded by asking the USDA
to investigate the sanctuary.  

Objected Stringer,  “Volunteer staff and onlookers were
hovering over the dolphins,  petting and rubbing them,  and encour-
aging the very behaviors that they had come to the sanctuary to
extinguish.”  Various accounts indicated at least eight different peo-
ple were working with the dolphins.  

Other objections issued by Trout and Stringer paralleled
those issued against Sugarloaf earlier by members of the
International Marine Animal Trainers Association.  Both Trout and
O’Barry previously rejected the IMATA members’ claims as repre-
senting fear that the releases would succeed and increase pressure to
release other captive cetaceans.  

Trout was fired in 1989 by a firm that trained marine mam-
mals for the U.S. Navy,  also after going public with claims of
improper handling.  In that case,  his charges were backed by two
other handlers who earlier quit the Navy program.

Woofs and Growls
Greenpeace and the Doris Day Animal League a r e

among the major clients of Electronic Banking System Inc.,  target
of a December 1 Wall Street Journal expose as an especially notori-
ous example of an "electronic sweatshop,"  a term coined by inves-
tigative writer Barbara Garson in a book by that title,  indicating low
wage work under  intensive electronic supervision.  EBS recently

they are necessarily true,  but it does mean they are true to
the best of my knowledge.  I didn’t claim we reached a con-
tract with Reino.  It was a verbal agreement,  to be followed
by a written letter of intent.”  

But attorney Margaret R. O’Donnell on October
24,  1993 claimed there was a contract,  advising AMMPA
that CWR was “prepared to pursue all legal remedies avail-
able to it” for alleged “tortious interferance with the contrac-
tual relationship between CWR and Reino Aventura,  con-
spiracy,  and possibly defamation.”  

Reino Aventura general manager Oscar Porter
denied having made a deal to give up Keiko in a letter to
CWR dated November 22,  1993.  “Keiko is not for sale,
Keiko is not promised to you,  Keiko remains our responsi-
bility!”,  Porter wrote,  adding,  “You have no authorization
from us to use our Keiko,  now famous,  as the basis for
fundraising.  In our previous correspondence,  we made that
clear.  Yet you persist in doing so.  In our view,  this borders
on fraudulent activity.” 

Releases
Along with the "How is Keiko?" bulletin,  CWR

published a list of 380 purported cetacean “releases,”  most

Dirty Pool III:  Keiko
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Lefty's Place and Lefty's World
Sensitive and Innovative Humane Education

in a beautifully written and illustrated children's
book and 40-minute VHS video

"The best humane education film I've ever seen."
––Kim Bartlett,  publisher, ANIMAL PEOPLE.

"Exceptional humane education material is not common.  
Lefty's Place and Lefty's World are two such items."

––N. Glenn Perrett,  editor,  ANIMALS' VOICE.

Lefty's Place,  32 pages hardcover and uniquely
illustrated,  is a factual story of courage,  kindness and affec-
tion between an injured wild duck and the young child who
works to save and rehabilitate him.  Ideal for grades 1-4.

The Lefty's World video brings to each and every
viewer,  child or adult,  visual examples of the ways in which
animals enrich our lives.  It does not repeat the book,  but
rather expands on the story by following Lefty through his
daily challenges,  bringing the viewer into the natural world,
which can be our own backyards.  
Already used by schools,  libraries,  hospitals,  colleges,

and humane education programs worldwide.

Order from:

Kindness Publications Inc.              
1859 North Pine Island Rd.  #135 
Plantation,  FL   33322

Autographed copies available for your holiday gifts at no
extra charge.  Specifiy desired name with your order.

Blue R ibbons
(renewed for Dec color page - add

price)

1-800-552-BLUE.     1-800-552-BLUE. 

Wonderful Fund-Raiser and Gift!

1-800-552-BLUE.          Wonderful Fund-Raiser and Gift!

1-800-552-BLUE.       Wonderful Fund-Raiser and Gift!

Book:  $18.95
Video:  $17.95

$1.50 each
shipping

 COMPENSATION
Individual     Position   Group     Pay  Note
ANDREW DICKSON   CEO WSPA   $91,474
MARY MARGARET CUNNIFF CEO NAVS   $82,000  1
John Walsh     Proj. dir.   WSPA   $69,750
John Sherry    dir. dev. WSPA   $62,000
K. Cooper      Mkt. dir. WSPA   $61,668
MARTINE COLETTE Chair WildWay  $60,000
Kenneth Cunniff Attorney   NAVS   $59,775  1
Pris. McMullen Chief ad. WSPA   $57,040
Donald Barnes  Dir. of Ed. NAVS   $55,338
Linda Petty Mgr. of Funding NAVS   $40,000
Mariclare Haggerty Mrkting NAVS   $39,500
Silvio Santinelli DVM Wildway  $31,487
George Trapp    Consult.   NAP    $30,000  1

NOTES
1 - M a r y
M a r g a r e t
Cunniff and
K e n n e t h
Cuniff are hus-
bad and wife.
George Trapp
is her father.
Cunniff and
four relatives
sit on the 9-
member NAVS
board.

ORGANIZATION       TYPE   BUDGET   PROGRAMS  OVERHEAD   %  ADJ    ASSETS     FIXED  CASH/SECUR.
(The % column states overhead and fundraising costs as declared to the IRS.  The ADJ column states those costs including all fundraising.)

Nat. Anti-Viv. Soc.  V $1,740,873 $1,156,626 $584,247  34% 34%  $3,848,623 $ 35,031 $3,777,572
Nat. Trappers Assn. A $  465,162 $  327,033 $138,129  30% 30%  $  102,536 $ (none) $   89,511
Wildlife Waystation  S $1,553,100 $  888,107 $664,993  43% 43%  $1,888,801 $377,555 $1,884,930
World SPA            A $4,815,641 $4,126,118 $689,523  14% 14%  $3,974,631 $440,573 $  993,574

WHO GETS THE MONEY? (Late filings;  see December  issue 
for data on 60 other groups)

tem at Reino Aventura––needed to cure the virus,  necessary
before Keiko can be moved to live with other orcas.  

Continued Keefe,  “CWR threatened to sue us if
we continued our efforts,  claiming these efforts somehow
interfered with an agreement they believed they had with
Keiko’s owners.  Keiko’s owners consistently stated no such
agreement ever existed.  We told CWR we would not contin-
ue our efforts if they persisted in threatening a lawsuit.  We
requested that CWR sign a written release so we could con-
tinue to help Keiko.  So far,  CWR has refused.”

We asked both CWR and AMMPA to document
their accounts.  AMMPA and other sources close to
AMMPA promptly sent copies of legal correspondence
affirming Keefe’s version.  But Howard Garrett of CWR
retorted,  “You just called me a liar!  The things I told you
are as good as if they were under oath.  That doesn’t mean

settled several complaints filed by the National Labor Relations
Board pertaining to alleged union-busting.

Speaker of the House Newt Gingrich,  identified with
wise-use wiseguy politics,  "developed a deep attachment to ani-
mals" during a troubled childhood,  according to Kathryne Q. Seelye
in the November 24 New York Times.  "His grandmother once gave
him a leather jacket that he painted with white stripes so he could
look like a zebra."   In adolescence Gingrich missed an airline con-
nection because he visited a zoo during a stopover.  His earliest
political involvement apparently was lobbying,  at about the same
age,  to have  a zoo built by the city of Harrisburg,  Pennsylvania.
"In 1990,"  Seelye added,  "he sent nearly half of his $67,000 in hon-
orariums from speeches to Zoo Atlanta.  Last year he sent $15,000 to
the zoo to buy a pair of rare Komodo dragons."

A poll done by Peter Hart for National Wildlife
Federation,  released December 21,  showed continuing strong sup-
port for the Endangered Species Act among those who voted in the
November 8 general election.  Even among Republicans,  whose
candidates often bashed the ESA,  47% support the ESA as it stands,

of them by the captive marine mammal industry,  compiled
by Ken Balcomb.  “If post-captive release is lethal,  danger-
ous,  and irresponsible as many marine park spokespeople
now claim,”  Balcolm wrote,  “then why has it been done so
many times by those very organizations?”  

But of the 380 cetaceans “released,”  272 were
orcas caught in mass round-ups during the 1960s and 1970s.
None were removed from their native habitat.  Only four
were held captive longer than they had lived in the wild.
Only two were taken from their pods.  None were released
from marine mammal parks––and all the releases occurred
at least 15 years ago.  No marine mammal park executive
now responsible for orcas was in a management post then.  

Of the other “released” cetaceans,  89 were dol-
phins,  32 of whom were kept in marine mammal parks or
under comparable conditions.  Sixteen either escaped or
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EPA rejects Texas bid to use 1080 vs. rabies (from page one)

especially coyotes are the species most vocally hated by the
livestock industry.

Quietly filed on August 4,  the TDA application to
seed the landscape with 1080 bait sets got as far as hearings
scheduled with minimal notice,  before wildlife advocates
found out about it from a member of the Texas chapter of the
Sierra Club,  who stumbled into the matter while attending a
meeting on other business where it was briefly discussed.  

Energetic opposition organized at the last minute by
Wildlife Rehabilitation and Rescue,  of Boerne,  Texas,  paid
off on December 16,  1994,  when the EPA  rejected the TDA
application.  “The geographical area encompassed by the dis-
ease appears to be too large to ensure that the proposed con-
trol efforts could be managed and coordinated effectively,”
the EPA ruled.  “The bait proposed for use could not be
expected to selectively target gray foxes,  or the other six pur-
ported carrier species.  And the proposed spacing of individ-
ual baits (one bait per acre) suggests that a large number of
non-target animals would take the baits and be killed.  This
would create significant gaps in the proposed barrier treat-
ment that is intended to reduce the gray fox population and
confine the disease.”

Further,  the EPA declared, “The proposed plan is
not likely to reduce the population of gray foxes significantly
enough to control the spread of rabies.  Rabies only spreads
rapidly when the size of the carrier population becomes too
large.  Many of the methods,  e.g. traps and snares,  used to
protect sheep and goats from predators such as coyotes may
actually help the gray fox,”  because they “remove a carni-
vore competitor.  This may only perpetuate a situation that
favors the gray fox population and the continued spread of
gray fox rabies.”

Endangered species
The EPA also noted that,  “Since animals other than

those targeted may eat the baits,  Compound 1080 could
adversely affect populations of [other] mammalian species of
special concern.  Animals that are not currently considered to
be endangered could become so,”  and eventually be listed for
protection under the Endangered Species Act.  “These species
include swift foxes,  black bears,  Eastern spotted skunks,
Arizona blacktailed prairie dogs,  and pocket gophers.”

The hint that predator poisoning could lead to ESA
involvement is especially meaningful to Texans,  including
the administration of new governor Jeb Bush.  Having inhibit-

trapping is intensive.  The difference comes about because
killing some predators makes more food available to the sur-
vivors,  enabling them to carry and nurse larger litters.

Fox numbers down,  not up
There is more recent evidence indicating that killing

foxes,  coyotes,  and the other alleged rabies-carrying species
stimulates population growth.  According to the Texas Parks
and Wildlife Department,  in an October 1,  1993 report pre-
pared in compliance with the Federal Aid in Wildlife
Restoration Act,  the Texas grey fox population declined 39%
from 1990 through 1992.  Skunks declined 24% and raccoons
12%.  Coyote and bobcat populations were stable. Ringtails,
a scarce species,  increased by 75%,  but were still below their
population density of the preceding 15 years. 

"Overall furbearer abundance decreased 18% from
1991 to 1992,  and (also) 18% from 1990 to 1991,"  wrote
principal investigator Sylvestre H. Sorola––who also noted
that the crash parallels the decline of trapping in Texas,
which sold an average of about 20,000 trapping licenses per
year throughout the 1980s but now sells under 6,000.

The TDA application acknowledged that oral vacci-
nation,  used successively against fox rabies in Europe for 18
years,  is probably “the best longterm approach for containing
the gray fox rabies disease,”  but pointed out that the vaccine
is not yet approved for general use in the U.S.,  despite many
successful field trials.  Final approval is believed to be near;
however,   it is not yet designated for use with gray foxes.  

Seemingly eager to discourage nonlethal rabies con-
trol,  since it doesn’t kill predators,  TDA Special Registration
Program coordinator Mark R. Trostle asserted in an October
14 response to questions raised by EPA Emergency Response
and Minor Use Section administrator Rebecca Cool that dis-
tributing the oral vaccine would cost $3.7 million a year,
without citing a complete cost estimate for the proposed 1080
program.  In fact,  1080 and the oral rabies vaccinations are
distributed in an almost identical manner,  embedded in bait
balls,  which can be either air-dropped or hand-placed.  Labor
and equipment costs would be the same.   The most evident
difference would be that 1080 doses cost about 18 cents
apiece,  whereas oral rabies vaccinations cost up to $2.00
each––and harm only the rabies virus.

Trostle's October 14 document warned in conclu-
sion that the raccoon rabies outbreak spreading along the east
coast since the 1970s has occurred because,  "Neither popula-

moved north and east,  in the direction of the most trapping
and hunting,  through all five states.  

As Dr. William Winkler of the National Centers for
Disease Control put it in the National Academy of Sciences’
handbook Control of Rabies:  “Persistant trapping or poison-
ing campaigns as a means to rabies control should be abol-
ished.  There is no evidence that these costly and politically
attractive programs reduce either wildlife reservoirs or rabies
incidence.”

Winkler's conclusions,  initially stated in 1973 and
reaffirmed in 1981,  were affirmed again in almost the same
words by the National Association of State Public Health
Veterinarians,  in their Compendium of Animal Rabies
Control,  published in the Journal of the American Veterinary
Medical Association of January 15,  1994:  “Continuous and
persistent government-funded programs for trapping or poi-
soning wildlife are not cost effective in reducing wildlife
rabies reservoirs on a statewide basis.” 

Despite the EPA ruling against the TDA,  the battle
against reinstatement of predator poisoning isn’t over.  The
TDA still actively encourages ranchers and animal control
agencies to attack coyotes and foxes with M-44 spring traps,
which may be deployed without federal permission.  Scented
with rotten meat and buried an inch or two deep,  they are
designed to throw a sodium cyanide capsule directly into the
mouth of the animal who digs one up.  The TDA also pro-

Coyote pup.  (Todd Lawton)



ed development of the hill country between Austin and San
Antonio for nearly a decade,  the ESA is so unpopular in
Texas that Bush actually campaigned on a pledge to seek a
statewide moratorium on ESA enforcement.

While the TDA application to use 1080 was denied,
the mere fact that it was filed serves notice that the predator
control establishment is again on the offensive––and is likely
to be strengthened by the election of a new Congress whose
leadership is closely supportive of western ranchers,  hostile
toward the ESA,  and inclined to return authority to state gov-
ernments. Public fear of rabies gives predator control advo-
cates an emotionally powerful argument,  especially since two
humans have died of rabies in south Texas during 1994––one
before the TDA application was filed,  and another,  a 14-
year-old boy,  in Edinburg on November 31.  

Generally overlooked or discounted are stacks of
studies which have documented since 1909 that predator
killing does not lastingly depress either predator numbers or
predation itself.  Indeed,  the TDA application even disregard-
ed heavy evidence that increased pressure on fox and coyote
populations only produces faster reproduction.  A 1972 study
done within the same region the TDA sought to seed with
1080 found that coyote litters actually increase from 4.3 pups
apiece when there is no trapping,  to 6.9 pups apiece when

tion reduction nor a vaccination program of a magnitude [suf-
ficient] to halt the spread was instituted."  He implied that the
raccoon rabies pandemic had spread as far as Ohio due to a
lack of human intervention.

Killing wildlife doesn't work
But as the Centers for Disease Control and

Prevention explained in an August 1993 communique,  “The
current rabies epidemic has spread outward from West
Virginia since 1977,  when hunters imported 3,500 raccoons
from Florida to restock the mountains.  Some of the raccoons
were rabid.”  The hunters were eventually caught and cited by
the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service for moving the raccoons
without proper permits,  but the damage had been done––and
was worsened by the response of the hunting and trapping
community,  with the active encouragement of many state
wildlife agencies,  which saw in rabies a means of promoting
trapping.  Because raccoon pelt prices were at or near record
levels throughout the first decade of the pandemic,  trappers in
West Virginia,  Virginia,  Delaware,  Maryland,  New Jersey,
and Pennsylvania accordingly killed more than 500,000 rac-
coons each and every year through 1987. Coonhunters proba-
bly killed as many more.   Not surprisingly,  the pandemic

motes conventional predator trapping and shooting.
And 1080 baiting remains with us,  too,  albeit ille-

gally.  U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service agents Rex Shaddox
and Doug McKenna just last year disclosed that government
officials were clandestinely selling unused supplies of 1080
left from before the 1972 ban took effect.  Wrote Shaddox in
one memo to his superiors,   "Right now,  the [Wyoming]
State Agricultural Department and most all USDA [agents in
the area] are involved in the illegal poisoning with most
predator [control] boards in the state of Wyoming."
According to the Summer 1994 edition of C o l o r a d o m a g a-
zine,  "Over several years the two investigators compiled 120
reports with photographic evidence and 7,000 pages of infor-
mation transcribed from 344 tape and body-wire recordings.
One 85-page transcript specifically identifies a highly placed
supervisor in the U.S. Animal Damage Control Agency as
being personally involved with the selling of illegal poisons
for his own monetary gain.  But when the sting went down,
no federal officials were ever charged,  while six lesser con-
spirators were fined for only minor offenses.  Despite much
tangible evidence of highly illegal poison sales,  none of those
defendants served any time in prison."

––Merritt Clifton

Tomahawk - Sept.,  Nov.,  
Jan/Feb.  (reserved)

QUESTION:  WHAT IS MISSING FROM THIS PICTURE?

DEMOCRACY!!!
Only 6% of Americans hunt,  yet everyone is paying government wildlife
managers to turn wildlife into targets for hunters.  DON'T LIKE IT?  Then
helpu us make change.  JOIN THE COMMITTEE TO ABOLISH SPORT
HUNTING––C.A.S.H.,  P.O. Box 44,  Tomkins Cove,  NY  10986;  914-429-8733.

C.A.S.H. IS A 501(c)3 ––ALL CONTRIBUTIONS ARE TAX DEDUCTIBLE.
MEMBERSHIP IS $36.  All contributions are gratefully accepted.
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Responding to a year-long cam-
paign against face-branding,  led by the
Coalition for Nonviolent Food,  the USDA on
December 22 proposed new rules to identify
Mexican cattle imported into the U.S.,  to take
effect  January 23.   The new rules require tail-
head branding,  by either the hot-iron or freeze
method.  Freeze branding must be done at
least 18 days before import,  to give the mark
time to become visible.  The Coalition,  led by
Henry Spira,  now seeks to halt the use of
face-branding to identify cattle with tuberculo-
sis and brucellosis. (See ad,  page 10.)

The scandal over the use of the
banned synthetic steroid clenbuterol in veal
feed,  revealed in December by the Humane
Farming Association and A N I M A L
PEOPLE,  continues to spread,  as the USDA
in early December confirmed finding traces in
feed seized from five Wisconsin dealers.  

The Union des producteurs agri -
c o l e s , the Quebec farmers' union,  has pro-
posed replacing live cattle auctions with tele-
vised auctions,  which could save farmers
money––and halve the time cattle culled from
dairy herds spend in transit from farm to
slaughter,  by eliminating stop-offs at 18 auc-
tion sites which since 1987 have been the only
legal avenues of sale for culled dairy cattle.
Since culls are the primary source of "down-
ers,"  or non-ambulatory cattle,  and handling
and transport tend to aggravate their injuries,
the change should also markedly reduce
Canada's  incidence of downers.  Of 447 mil-
lion animals sent to slaughter in Canada dur-
ing 1993,  2.7 million arrived as downers.

The European Union failed i n
early December to agree upon continent-wide
rules for humane animal transport,   but
Germany and Britain are going ahead with
their own rules.  Germany intends to limit
travel time to eight hours at a stretch,  with an
eight-hour rest requirement before travel may
resume.  Animals must be watered at least
every 10 hours and fed every 22 hours.
Britain is making it a criminal offense for
haulers to break the journey plans,  including

Because continued funding for an
experimental raccoon rabies oral vaccina-
tion program begun last spring hasn't been
approved on schedule by the Massachusetts
legislature,  the Tufts University School of
Veterinary Medicine may be obliged to lay off
project coordinator Allyson Robbins on
December 31,  dean Franklin Loew told ANI-
MAL PEOPLE on December 23.  It also
won't be able to order the vaccination baits in
time to be sure of having them on hand at the
optimum time to use them,  when mothers
come out of their dens with newly ambulatory
babies.  The initial oral vaccination budget
came from a dormant Food and Agriculture
Department fund set up to fight equine
encephalitis.  However,  while the vaccination
work was underway,  trying to keep raccoon
rabies off Cape Cod as a demonstration of its
effectiveness,  equine encephalitis reappeared
in Massachusetts,   and the Food and
Agriculture Department reclaimed the special
fund for 1995.  That leaves the oral vaccina-
tion project in need of a special allocation to
finish the three-year project.  Governor
William Weld is believed to favor releasing
the funds,  in part because the $200,000
involved is a fraction of the cost of handling
even one rabies outbreak that spreads to
humans.  A pet shop outbreak in New
Hampshire two months ago has already cost
more than $1 million just for giving 500 peo-
ple post-exposure vaccinations.  Massa-
chusetts residents may urge prompt continua-
tion of funding via their state legislators and
the state Department of Health infectious dis-
eases unit:  617-522-3700.

Toronto,  meanwhile,  is going
into the second year of a conventional live-
trap-and-inject raccoon rabies vaccination
p r o g r a m,  patterned after successful past
efforts.  City medical officer Dr. Perry
Kendall thinks animal control officers will be
able to treat about 800 of the city's 1,000 to
2,000 raccoons,  at cost of $49,000 per year.
The injected vaccinations will be replaced

with use of the oral vaccine as soon as it
becomes available in Canada,  Kendall says.

There were four confirmed
human rabies deaths in the U.S. during
1 9 9 4.  The first was a 40-year-old man who
died June 21 in Miami after apparently con-
tracting the disease in Haiti.  The second,  a
24-year-old woman,  died in Shelby,
Alabama,  during October from apparent com-
plications of pregnancy.  An autopsy found
she had contracted the silverhaired bat strain
of rabies.  On November 23,  a  43-year-old
woman died of rabies in Knoxville;  a resident
of the village of Westal,  she was known as a
dog and cat rescuer,  but also turned out to
have had the silverhaired bat strain,  probably
contracted about three months earlier.
Silverhaired bat rabies has now caused seven
of the last nine bat-related rabies deaths in the
U.S.  The November 31 rabies death of a 14-
year-old boy in Edinburg,  Texas,  is still
under investigation.

"Amendments made to the Texas
Veterinary Licensing Act last year r e l a t i n g
to client confidentiality have jeopardized the
licensing and rabies control programs of
Texas municipalities and counties,"  Fort
Worth Animal Control Administrator Dr.
James Agyemang and assistant city attorney
Kathryn Hansen charge in the
November/December edition of the National
Animal Control Association newsletter.  This
is because vets are no longer allowed to share
vaccination records with law enforcement,
without a release from the animal owner.

To encourage rabies vaccination
c o m p l i a n c e,  Fair Haven,  Vermont,  now
bills residents for rabies testing if their unvac-
cinated animals bite anyone.

Other diseases
The source of the hantavirus that

killed Brown University student David
R o s e n b e r g,  22,  last January 20,  has been
identified as a whitefooted mouse,  a species
common throughout the east.  Rosenberg

ZOONOSIS UPDATE AGRICULTURE Bear farm phase-out
HONG KONG––Conceding that

bear-farming boosts demand for bear prod-
ucts and therefore encourages bear poach-
ing,  the China Wildlife Conservation
Association,  a branch of the Chinese
Ministry of Forestry, has signed an agree-
ment with the World Society for the
Protection of Animals,  the Hong Kong
environmental group Earthcare,  and the
International Fund for Animal Welfare to
cut bear farm production by a third within
three years;  ensure no new cubs are put into
restrictive cages or tapped for their bile,
which many Chinese believe has medicinal
value;  research and promote medically
approved alternatives to bear bile,  including
herbal remedies;  close down unlicensed
bear farms as promptly as possible;  con-
serve bears in the wild;  and eventually
eliminate bear farming if the  Chinese medi-
cinal market can be satisfied by other
means.  In addition,  the animal protection
groups are authorized "to use the Chinese
state-run media for the purposes of promot-
ing alternatives to animal products in
Chinese medicine,"  according to a WSPA
release.  "The group did not discuss improv-
ing the living conditions for the bears which
will remain on farms over the next few
years,"  the release continued.  "Clearly this
is a concern which should be addressed at
follow-up meetings." 

What becomes of  the bear-farm
bears is also an issue:  when Chinese offi-
cials barred the privately owned China
Feline Captive Breeding Center in
Mudanjiang,  Manchuria from slaughtering
73 captive tigers last November,  the breed-
ers threatened to starve them to death
instead.  Their subsequent fate is unknown.

Australian government scientist
Chris May is testing an anti-flatulence drug
for livestock that he claims will cut green-
house gas emissions while increasing weight
gain of cattle on high-roughage diets by 20%.

Immigrant demand has increased
the number of New York City live poultry
sellers and killers from 20 to 32 in just two

Rabies roundup



Encouraged by rumors of a fur
r e s u r g e n c e that sent pelt prices soaring at
winter auctions a year ago,  fur farmers
worldwide bred more foxes than they had
since 1989,  producing 3.2 million pelts for
this year’s auction season.  Mink production
rose too,  though the 22.6 million mink pelts
to be auctioned are still barely half the 1988
volume of 41.8 million.  North American fox
production held even,  at 60,000 in Canada
and 25,000 in the U.S.  Canadian mink pro-
duction dipped from 700,000 to 650,000,  but
U.S. mink production rose from 2.5 million to
2.6 million.  After the animals were bred,
auction prices fell back to 1993 levels.  

The ANIMAL PEOPLE retail fur
price index suggests the average sale price of
a basic mink coat remains at the record low
level of the past two winters.  The December
5 edition of Fur World acknowledged “the
lack of demand for mass-appeal classic mink
coats.”  Prominent furriers going out of
business before Christmas included McElroy
Furs,  of Chicago,  which had four stores in
three cities as recently as 1992;  Salvator
Trippy,  of Seattle,  who cited humane con-
cerns among his reasons for quitting after 65
years;  and Max Zeller Furs,  of Springfield,
Massachusetts,  noted for losing a lawsuit he
filed against protesters in 1990.

Garment makers are able to
smuggle fur trim into many cloth garments
because the federal labeling requirement for
fur goods starts at $25 value.  Letters asking
that any fur content be identified may be sent
to the Federal Trade Commission,  Bureau of
Consumer Protection,  6th St. and Penn-sylva-
nia  Avenue,  Washington,  D.C.  20580.

The World Society for the
Protection of Animals reported on December
15 that hungry Russians are killing 14,000
cats and 8,000 dogs per year in Odessa,  and
unknown numbers in Kiev,  to collect about
50¢ a pelt from furriers.  The skinned carcass-
es are often sold to mink farms.

Barbara Bonsignore of the New
Hampshire Animal Rights League again
offers her antifur kit free for long SASE,  c/o
8 Hutchins St.,  Concord,  NH  03301-3208.

From the December 5 N e w s w e e k
cover feature:  “The saturated fats in meat,
butter,  and whole milk have long been demon-
ized,  and for the most part rightly so.  Recent
research on heart disease and several can-
cers––including colon,  prostate,  and
ovary––points to one overwhelming message:
eating a lot of red meat is really a bad idea.”
The article coincided with a White House
press conference at which First Lady Hillary
Clinton and former U.S. Surgeon General C.
Everett Koop announced “Shape Up
America,”  a campaign against obesity,  which
kills an estimated 300,000 Americans a year.
The campaign is modeled after Koop’s anti-
smoking drive.  Consumption of animal-based
foods wasn’t mentioned in most news releases
about it,  but Koop is known for seeming to
target one thing while hitting another,  e.g.
becoming an outspoken defender of animal
experimentation in 1990 while investing much
of his own fortune in developing the “Adam”
computerized alternative to the use of animals
and human cadavers in practice surgery.

Researchers Jay Zimmerman,
Norman Orentreich,  and colleagues recent-
ly reported in the journal of the Federation of
American Societies for Experimental Biology
that rats fed a diet low in the protein methion-
ine lived 1.5 times as long as rats fed a normal
diet,  though they were 20% to 45% small-
er––and they kept sexual potency until well
into their extended old age.  It was believed
that low methionine intake would result in a
deficiency of glutathione,  a nutrient that com-
bats cell-damaging “free radicals.”  Instead,
the rats’ glutathione levels nearly tripled.
Fruit,  vegetables,  and tofu are low in methio-
nine;  meat and dairy products are high in it.

Noted biochemists Peter Bramley
and Catherine Rice Evans predicted at the

December 14 Biochemical Society conference
in Brighton,  England,  that fruits and vegeta-
bles will be genetically modified to provide
more anti-oxidants per serving.  Anti-oxidants
are nutrients which neutralize particles
believed to cause cancer and heart disease.

A study by Dr. William Weintraub
of the Emory University School of Medicine,
published in the November 17 edition of the
New England Journal of Medicine,  reports
that cholesterol-fighting drugs do not reduce
the likelihood that angioplasty patients will
again suffer clogged arteries.  

The University of California at
Berkeley has agreed to offer at least one vegan
entree at every dining hall meal,  Vegan News
editor Leori Jacob announced December 2.
According to Meat Processing magazine,  “On
any given day,  nearly 15% of the nation’s col-
lege students select a vegetarian option at their
dining halls,  according to a recent survey of
college and university food service directors.
This figure is two to three times as great,”  as
the percentage of vegetarians in the general
population.  “The vast majority of college food
service directors,  97%,  have incorporated
meatless options into their daily meal mix,”
the article continued.

Soy and rice-based milks are a
fast-growing $100-million-a-year market,
now joined by a third competitor,  a potato-
based milk called Vegelicious.  Cow’s milk,
however,  remains an $8.2-billion-a-year mar-
ket,  despite falling per capita consumption..

To participate in the 11th annual
Great American Meatout,  set for March 20,
contact Scott Williams of the Farm Animal
Reform Movement at 10101 Ashburton Lane,
Bethesda,  MD  20817;  301-530-1737.  The
1994 Meatout included an estimated 1,000
community events.

Fur care provisions,  that are required for all trips
of longer than 15 hours.  The Netherlands,
Austria,  Sweden,  and Finland reportedly also
favor humane transport requirements.

Chinese geneticists have reportedly
accelerated the growth rate of farmed carp
20%,  by implanting them with cattle genes.

years.  Most sell and/or kill to order 500 to
1,000 birds per week.

The first emu slaughterhouse in
the U.S,  Emu Ranchers Inc. of Richardson,
Texas,  is reportedly killing about 80 emus a
month.  Speculative demand has collapsed
over the past year,  cutting prices in half:
many owners are quitting the business.

might have been infected either in Rhode
Island or on Long Island,  New York.  Deer
mice were the carriers of the previous 95
known human hantavirus cases,  including 50
fatalities since May 1993.  "The risk of acquir-
ing this kind of infection is extraordinarily
low,"  said National Institutes of Health inves-
tigator Dr. Richard Yanagihara,  "but it does
bring to mind that there are many other rodents
out there harboring lethal viruses."  

The North Carolina Veterinary
Medical Association is encouraging members
to cut their neutering fees by 20% for two
months in either February or September to help
fight pet overpopulation.

Autopsies of the brains of nearly
400 British-born cattle killed by Agriculture
Canada during the past two years haven't found
a trace of bovine spongiform encephalopathy,
officials have admitted.  The killing,  ordered
after one BSE case was found near Red Deer,
Alberta,  in December 1992,  has cost taxpay-
ers $800,000 and the Canadian Cattleman's
Association,  which has compensated breeders
for lost stock,  $400,000.  The one survivor of
the massacre is Gille Buide,  a 14-year-old
Highland bull belonging to Gordon Kohl,  of
Georgeville,  Quebec––one of Canada's top
environmental lawyers,  who is still fighting in
court for the bull's life.

Thirty-one Ohioans are believed to
have contracted salmonellosis from handling
pet reptiles in the past 18 months,  according to
state department of health epidemiologist Ellen
Peterson,  including 18 people whose cases
have been confirmed.  Twelve victims were
hospitalized,  and in three cases the disease
evolved into meningitis,  but all survived.

Twenty residents of Cajamarca
province in Peru reportedly developed bubon-
ic plague in late November,  amid heavy rat
infestation.  Plague was believed to have been
eradicated from Peru.  There was no known
connection between the Peruvian outbreak and
other recent outbreaks in India and Africa.

MedImmune Inc. and the
University of Texas announced on December
7 that they have successfully altered a tubercu-
losis vaccine to prevent the development of
Lyme disease in laboratory mice.  The vaccine,
administered as a nasal spray,  is intended for
eventual sale to humans.  A vaccine to prevent
Lyme disease in dogs is already on the market.
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An unidentified American,  two Germans,  and a South
African safari guide waited in Tanzania on December 15 until the old-
est bull elephant in Kenya’s Amboseli National Park and three male
companions wandered over the border,  then blew them away point-
blank from a jeep.  Often photographed by tourists,  all four elephants
were virtually tame.  The eldest,  dubbed R.G.B.,  was 47 years old,
and had been studied by researcher Cynthia Moss since 1976.  As the
killing was legal,  the American will be allowed to import his trophies.  

Showing similar hunting skill,  John Joyce,  53,  and Robert
Gerber,  70,  of Jim Thorpe,  Pennsylvania,  were arrested on
November 24 in connection with the baiting,  trapping,  and jacklight-
ing of a 494-pound bear out of season.  They were caught trying to fig-
ure out how to remove the carcass from a heap of doughnuts. 

Greg Flemister,  37,  of Ruston,  Louisiana,  evaded 80
searchers for 36 hours over the Thanksgiving weekend,  after hunting
buddy Sammy Nalley reported him lost,  because he thought they were
wardens out to arrest him for jacklighting.

Ohio hunters killed a record 138,752 deer last fall––and
only one fellow hunter.  However,  Ohio wardens for the second
straight year cited one hunter in each 10 they checked.   Of 1,463 cita-
tions issued,  302 were for hunting on posted land without permission,
272 were for night hunting,  and 70 were for hunting from a car. 

Brian Gorski,  22,  of Westlake,  Ohio,  was charged with
assault on December 5 after blowing a two-inch hole in the side of a
passing car while killing a deer.  A steel reinforcing plate attached to
the shoulder harness saved the life of driver Robert Story.  Gorski and
four pals were also charged with criminal trespass.

Wisconsin topped this year’s hunting accident list,  with
14 fatalities.  Remarked University of Wisconsin sociologist Elizabeth
Thomson,  wife of ardent hunting apologist Thomas Heberlein,
“Hunting in Wisconsin,  and throughout the U.S.,  isn’t very well regu-
lated.  We have very limited skill requirements,  and you can hunt with-
out even a vision test.  Hunting continues to be dominated by a culture
of aggression,  violence,  and male control,  at odds with the kind of
social world in which I’d like to live.”

As usual,  most reported accidents were banal:  Brock
Siebert,  13,  suffered collapsed lungs and facial injuries on November
25 in Fairfield Township,  New Jersey,  when he got between his 15-
year-old cousin and a quail.  Anson Wagler,  17,  of Odon,  Indiana,
had his head blown off on November 27 when a buddy goofed while
loading a weapon.  A 45-year-old man who didn’t wear the required
orange vest was killed by his brother-in-law on November 27 near
Wiggins,  Mississippi.  Seven Virginia hunters were killed,  the most in
a decade,  including Charles D. Gee,  49,  whose hunting partner on
November 16 mistook him for a turkey.  

But then there was bowhunter David Ostby ,  of
Cambridge,  Minnesota,  who knelt in a roadside ditch on October 11 to
light a cigar.  Edward Boroski of Badger,  Minnesota,  mistook him for

Greg Locklier of the Alabama Office of the Attorney
General,  1-800-392-5658, wants to hear from anyone who's had dealings
with Ann P. Fields,  Marge Jacobs,  or Rebecca Garcia of Love and
Care For God's Animalife Inc.,  a no-kill shelter in southeastern
Alabama,  now soliciting funds under the name Care For Our Lord's
Animals Inc.,  from an address in Cathedral City,  California.   Begun
circa 1983 by Fields and ex-husband Jerry,  the organization has changed
names and post office boxes several times while dodging creditors, and
moved to Alabama from Georgia in 1988 to avoid closure for zoning vio-
lations.  Fields has recently circulated a videotape purporting to show the
Alabama shelter,  which Locklier believes was actually made at a shelter
near Palm Springs,  California. 

The newly organized Center for Animal Control will take
over animal care duties for New York City on schedule January 1,
promises director Marty Kurtz.  The CAC is “inheriting the American
SPCA’s shelters,”   and has hired much of the same staff,  “but people will
see improvement,”  Kurtz pledges.  “We have a lot of experienced
employees who are eager to show what they can do in a new atmosphere,
where their ideas count,”  he told ANIMAL PEOPLE.   The Coalition for
New York City Animals,  formed by longtime ASPCA critics,  has called
on New York to provide low-cost neutering,  adoption promotion,  and
animal rescue services modeled after those of Los Angeles,  San
Francisco,  and Las Vegas.   ASPCA president Roger Caras says the ‘A’
will now move in that direction––and will try again to build a state-of-the-
art shelter,  three years after completing a $5 million shelter notorious for
serious deficiencies since the day it opened.  

The United Federation of Teachers Humane Action
Committee funded free neutering and vaccination of 100 pets belonging
to New York City low-income families during December.  The Fund for
Animals neutered second pets of eligible families free of charge.

The Napierville,  Illinois city council has authorized construc-
tion of a $381,000 soundproofed animal shelter adjacent to the police sta-
tion.  It will replace a 20-year-old structure that was closed briefly last
spring due to disrepair by the state Department of Agriculture.

Daniel P. Boyle,  DVM,  who resigned as animal warden in
DuPage County,  Illinois,  effective October 31,  had already become
director of the Fairfax County Animal Shelter in Virginia effective
September 3––and collected his $58,000-a-year DuPage salary at the same
time as his $77,632 Fairfax salary for nearly two months.  That gave the
Fairfax County supervisors an excuse to put him on “indefinite paid
administrative leave”  on December 2,  which local sources believe means
“severance.”  Known in Illinois as an anti-trapping animal rights activist,
Boyle was attacked by Fairfax activists almost from the day he was hired,
because of his confrontational approach to assessing animal behavior.
Boyle declined ANIMAL PEOPLE's request for comment.

Scott County,  Minnesota,  on December 20 appointed a
c o m m i t t e e to probe charges that longtime animal control officer Robert
McAllister keeps dogs in filth and neglect.  Kennel inspections in 1990

Animal control & rescue

Wu Hung,  secretary-general of
the Life Conservationist Association,
recently visited Ann Cottrell Free,  of
Washington D.C.,  whose investigative
reporting during the 1950s and 1960s
helped secure the first federal protections
for laboratory animals.  The association,
the first animal rights group in Taiwan,  is
preparing to publish Chinese editions of
works by Free and animal rights philoso -
pher Peter Singer.  The Life Conserv-
ationist Association may be reached at
11F,  109,  Sec. 3,  Ming-Sheng E. Rd.,
Taipei,  Taiwan,  POB 112-565.

The transfer of three million
acres of the Mojave desert from the
Bureau of Land Management to the
National Park Service to create the new
Death Valley National Park means that
“between 1,000 and 1,500 wild burros
have lost their protection” under the 1971
Free-Roaming Wild Horse and Burro Act,
warns Gene Chontos of Wild Burro
Rescue.  “The NPS’ goal is zero wild bur-
ros.”  Terming the government budget for
live capture and removal over the next
two years “inadequate,”  and aware that
NPS rangers already kill about 30 burros
a year at Death Valley National
Monument,  Chontos recently spent a
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and 1991 by the Minnesota Federated Humane Societies found multiple
deficiencies;  a repeat visit on December 10 reportedly discovered the
same conditions plus violations of euthanasia drug storage and rabies con-
trol protocol.  McAllister has been suspected of selling dogs to laborato-
ries for more than 20 years.  One town whose animal control contract
McAllister formerly held reputedly saw reclaims of impounded animals
jump from 33% to 80% after replacing him.

Pennsylvania governor Robert Casey on December 12 signed
into law HB 2542,  requiring humane officers to receive instruction on
cruelty laws,  animal care,  and rules of criminal law enforcement as con-
ditions of becoming certified.  The new law,  applauded by most humane
groups,  is a triumph for the Pennsylvania Legislative Animal Network,
which steered it past efforts by puppy millers to gut humane enforcement.

Effective January 1,  California humane officers will have to
take 20 hours of training in animal care and 40 hours of training in state
law at accredited post-secondary institutions.  The requirements were
reportedly adopted partly in response to the idiosyncracies of Barbara
Fabricant,  68,  widow of reputed organized crime figure Sid “The Squid”
Fabricant,  whose front door bears the motto “Support your local Hell’s
Angels.”  As a well-regarded animal rescuer fed up with her inability to
prevent cruelty,  Fabricant several years ago formed the California
Humane Task Force,  appointed herself captain,  outfitted herself with a
uniform and a .357 magnum revolver,  put flashing lights on her 1977
Plymouth,  and deputized more than 20 people.   Her subsequent clashes
with other law enforcement and humane agencies recently filled a full
page of the Los Angeles Times.  Though a paid subscriber,  she did not
respond to ANIMAL PEOPLE's request for comment.

Nonleather shoe dealer Frank Zigrang,  of Heartland
Products,  is organizing a new humane society to serve Humboldt County,
Iowa,  after the Fort Dodge Humane Society––on whose board Zigrang
sits––resolved to stop accepting Humboldt County animals.  Zigrang is
also the volunteer animal control officer for Humboldt County.

The 1994 PetsSmart Humane Excellence Award was shared
among Cats In Need of Human Care,  of Pomona,  California;  the
Greenville Humane Society,  of South Carolina;  the Animal Foundation
International,  of Las Vegas,  Nevada;  and the Humane Society of
Tucson,  Arizona.

Appeals recently posted on the America OnLine “Pets and
Society” bulletin board indicate that two medium-sized no-kill dog shel-
ters,  the Animal Rescue Foundation of Topeka,  Kansas,  and Martha’s
Sanctuary of Kirkwood,  Missouri,  are on the verge of closing due to loss
of sponsorship.   They house 250 and 100 dogs,  respectively.

National Animal Control Association executive director
Johnnie Mays has asked ANIMAL PEOPLE to look into how on-call
requirements with inadequate backup and relief affect animal control offi-
cers.  We’ll take your first-hand testimony by fax,  mail,  or e-mail;  see
contact information on page 2.

The county commissioners of Medina County,  Ohio,  on
December 15 rejected the Medina County SPCA’s request for $18,000
annual funding with which to hire a humane officer because,  according to
commissioner Ferris Brown,  “You can find 60 million humane violations
if you want.”  Added commission president Patricia Geissman,  “Of all the
things on our list of priorities,  this is not even at the bottom of the list.”

a fox and shot him dead––from his vehicle,  using a high-powered scope
to be sure of his aim.

But the most bizarre hunting accident of the year came on
December 24 near Marjayoun,  Lebanon.  Assad Khoudor,  25,  was
killed and his brother and two friends wounded when,  out to shoot
birds,  they drew return fire from an Israeli tank.

The New York Department of Environmental
Conservation on December 4 refused the Fund for Animals’ request
to shorten the squirrel hunting season,  to prevent the deaths of moth-
ers with young in the nest.  According to the DEC,  only five of 376
squirrels shot during September and October and studied by staff were
lactating females.  “The squirrel season opened September 1,  but the
DEC’s check stations did not open until October 1,”  responded Mike
Markarian of The Fund.  “The random sampling of hunter-killed squir-
rels took place only in October,  and the September squirrels were not
included.  When squirrels give birth in the fall,  it is obvious that more
will still be lactating in September.  The September portion of the DEC
study consisted of volunteer DEC officials going squirrel hunting and
reporting whether or not the squirrels they killed were lactating.  This is
like the fox guarding the henhouse.”  Studies by squirrel expert Vagn
Flyger in Maryland and Virginia have found that 55% of females are
lactating in September and 40% in October,  though that is in a warmer
climate.  New York hunters kill about 500,000 squirrels per year.

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service director Molly Beattie
declared on November 29 that a year-long review of purported
incompatible uses of the National Wildlife Refuge System has dis-
covered no conflict between wildlife protection and hunting,  now
permitted at 272 refuges.  However,  jogging will be banned at five
refuges.

From a recent issue of the National Shooting Sports
Foundation magazine: “There’s a way to help insure that new faces
and pocketbooks will continue to patronize your business:  use the
schools.  Kids can’t buy guns,  you say?  Well,  yes and no.  In many
parts of the country,  youngsters are shooting and hunting.  Pop picks up
the tab.”  The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service in 1993 picked up a tab
of $229,000 to help the NSSF push hunting in public schools.

In Britain,  more than 100 representatives of the opposi-
tion Labour Party on December 7 signed a Parliamentary motion
regretting Prince Charles’ action in taking sons William,  12,  and
Harry,  10,  on a fox hunt in October––and asking the government to bar
children from attending fox hunts.

Lt. Col. Dennis J. Foster advised fellow foxhunters in the
December issue of Covertside,  the newsletter of Masters of Foxhounds
of America,  that the Rocky Mountain Humane Society and the
Massachusetts SPCA “are the two most powerful state/national level
anti-hunting groups in America.”  Former RMHS executive director
Robin Duxbury suspended operations in 1992 to assume the same post
with Animal Rights Mobilization.

The January/February 1995 edition of A m e r i c a n
Handgunner features J.D. Jones on blowing away feral livestock with
handguns in the Australian outback.  “Camels were tough,”  Jones
claims.  “Donkeys are very tough.”  He went to Australia "to test ammu-
nition" because he could kill the animals in unlimited numbers.

Ketch-All
(paid through 10/95)

month in the Mojave, planning burro
evacuation,  “to include the same number
of wild burros that they would shoot
annually,  if they would not shoot them.”
Chontos estimates the burros can be res-
cued for adoption at about $1,000 apiece.
For details and addresses to write in
protest of the NPS burro killing,  write to
WBR at 665 Burnt Ridge Road,
Onalaska,  WA  98570.

“Because of the enormous
response nationwide to our Year of the
Horse campaign,” writes Animal Rights
Mobilization executive director Robin
Duxbury,  “ARM! has created a sub-
sidiary,  Project Equus,  that will devote
itself fulltime to horse-related issues.”
Project Equus shares the ARM! address:
POB  6989,  Denver,  CO  80206.

Wildlife
& people



The John G. Shedd Aquarium in
Chicago on December 9 announced the preg -
nancy of one of its three female Pacific white -
sided dolphins.  “We’re very excited and also
cautious,”  said Shedd veterinarian Jeff Boehm.
“This is the first pregnancy for this dolphin,  and
unfortunately it is common for first-time mother
dolphins to lose the calf either during pregnancy
or during the first year after birth.”  Of the 22
Pacific whitesided dolphins in captivity,  18 are
females,  but the only previous known pregnancy
came last year at Sea World San Antonio––and
resulted in a successful birth.  That baby (far
left) is now almost as big as his mother.
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Wildlife
Trafficking
At least six sao las died dur-

ing 1994 due to human contact,  from a
population of under 200,  reports David
Hulse,  World Wildlife Fund representa-
tive in Vietnam.  A goat-like bovine with
horns like those of an antelope,  the sao la
was only discovered in 1992.  The sao la
was quickly protected by law,  but TV
crews offering bounties for the chance to
videotape one have inspired poor vil-
lagers to try to trap them.  “It has become
very hard for us to protect our animals,”
Viet wildlife officer Le Du Thuan recent-
ly told New York Times c o r r e s p o n d e n t
Philip Shenon.  “In the 1970s we had
3,000 tigers,  and now maybe we have
200.  We had 300 rhinos in 1975;  now
we have between 10 and 25.  There are
now so many smugglers.  And the prob-
lem is getting worse,  not better,  because
the demand from mainland China is
growing,  because China is getting rich.”
The demand isn’t only from the mainland,
however.  Observed  an anonymous mer-
chant,  “The Taiwanese people like
Vietnam because they know there are still
many animals in the forest here.
Sometimes they buy these animals to eat
them,  sometimes for medicine.  This is a
very good business for us,”  while it lasts.

Rebuffed in a bid to lift t h e
six-year-old global ban on ivory traffick-
ing at the November meeting of the
Convention on International Trade in
Endangered Species,  Zimbabwean direc-
tor of national parks and wildlife Willie
Nduku told media on December 2 that his
government has declined offers of up to
$30 million U.S. for its 30-metric-ton
ivory stockpile.  Some of the ivory has
been confiscated from smugglers;  the rest
from government “culling.”  

Partly due to the ban on ele-
phant ivory sales and partly because
elephants are now scarce,  ivory poach-
ers have turned to hippos,  whose tooth

were released without follow-up;  12 were released
successfully;  four were released unsuccessfully.  

Effective January 1,  amendments to
the Marine Mammal Protection Act forbid fish-
ing crews to shoot sea lions and seals unless they
menace human life.  A violation carries the same
$20,000 fine and up to one year in jail as deliberate-
ly harming whales,  dolphins,  or sea otters.
Formerly, fishers could get a permit to shoot any
seals or sea lions who stole their catches.  As over-
fishing depleted coastal waters,  shootings became
more common.  The National Marine Fisheries
Service received 250 reports of fatal shootings of
seals and sea lions in 1993,  while the Marine
Mammal Center in Sausalito,  California,  in 1992
treated 80 seals and sea lions wounded by gunfire,
after treating only 37 in the preceding eight years.
Since the MMPA was  adopted,  in 1972,  the
California sea lion population has grown from
about 30,000 to more than 100,000.

The Southern Ocean Whale Sanctuary
formally came into being on December 7––the
same day the Japanese factory ship Nisshin Maru
and three catcher boats entered the area to kill 300
minke whales for “research,”  the only whale killing
allowed there.   Defying global pressure to halt
“research” whaling,  the Japan Fisheries Ministry
instead halved the price of whale meat,  to $78 per
600-gram package,  hoping to boost sales and
revive political support in Japan for lifting the
International Whaling Commission ban on commer-
cial whaling.  The creation of the Southern Ocean
Whale Sanctuary,  adjacent to the Indian Ocean
Whale Sanctuary,  means about 80% of the world’s
baleen whales are officially protected from whaling
up to 80% of the time for the next 10 years.  The
sanctuary designation is to be reviewed in 2004.

Samuel Goldwyn Co.,  producers of the
U.S. television show F l i p p e r more than 30 years
ago,  announced December 1 that it is developing a
new Flipper series,  to be filmed in Florida,  the
Bahamas,  and Honduras,  targeting the fast-grow-
ing Asian TV audience.  The series is expected to
markedly increase Asian interest in protecting dol-
phins,  including the pseudorcas massacred in the
“drive fisheries” of Iki Island,  Japan,  the highly
endangered Chinese river dolphin,  and the equally
imperiled pink dolphins of Hong Kong harbor.

MARINE MAMMALS
Endangered species

Australian biologists o n
December 7 said they've found five
Gilbert's potoroos,  a small marsupial
believed extinct since 1869,  in a nature
reserve 255 miles south of Perth.

Canadian environment minis-
ter Sheila Copps has pledged to intro-
duce an omnibus endangered species act
next spring.  Canada now protects endan-
gered species through subsections of 12
unrelated federal laws plus a hodgepodge
of provincial laws.

The newly formed European
Environmental Agency,  an arm of the
European Union,  reported on December
11 that from a third to half of all the fish,
reptiles,  mammals,  and amphibians
native to Europe are either threatened or
endangered,  principally due to habitat
loss and pollution.

The Chinese river alligator,
or gharial, declared endangered by the
United Natons in 1973,  is reportedly
thriving in captivity.  Fewer than 500
remain in the wild,  but there are now
6,000 at a breeding center in eastern
Anhui,  Jiangsu,  and Zhejiang provinces.
The center is looking into marketing pos-
sibilities––and alligator birth control.

RESTORE:  The North
Woods has warned the Department of the
Interior that it may sue if the department
does not respond by the end of January to
a petition to protect the Atlantic salmon
under the Endangered Species Act.  The
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and
National Marine Fisheries Service ruled
in January 1993 that such protection may
be warranted.  The petition is reputedly
the first ever filed which falls under the
jurisdiction of both agencies.

Habitat
Gorillas,  chimpanzees,  mon-

keys,  and elephants are among the 210

Chemical weapons scuttled by the
British after World Wars I and II are blamed by
local residents for the recent deaths of hundreds of
birds and some seals along the coasts of Donegal
and Antrim,  Ireland.  At least 120,000 tons of
nerve gases and mustard gas were sunk in the area
between 1945 and 1957,  where 18 ships full of
similar materials were sunk about 25 years earlier.

A panel of 26 researchers who volun-
teer their efforts on behalf of the Monterey Bay
National Marine Sanctuary is expected to recom-
mend a ban on “chumming” in the area,  to take
effect in early 1995.  Chumming––dumping blood
and offal into the water to attract sharks––is used
by entrepreneur Jon Cappella to draw rare great
white sharks toward submerged cages of thrill-
seeking divers,  anchored near Point Ano Nuevo.

Fish



Ano Nuevo is home of one of the world’s biggest
elephant seal and sea lion breeding colonies and is
just a mile from a popular surfing beach.  

Diver James Robinson,  42,  of Santa
B a r b a r a,  on December 9 became the first con-
firmed fatality from a shark attack along the
California coast in nearly six years.  The attacker
was believed to be a great white shark,  the same
species as killed UCLA graduate student Tamara
McAllister near Malibu in February 1989.

Hoping to prevent the collapse of cod,
flounder,  and haddock stocks,  the Commerce
Department on December 7 closed Georges Bank
(off New England) to  commercial fishing from
December 12 until at least March 25,  and banned
all use of “small mesh” nets in the vicinity.

China on December 1 banned fishing
around Quinghai lake in Russia––except at a state-
run fish farm–– to protect a rare species of scale-
less carp.  Poachers on the lake reportedly kill 500
metric tons of fish per year.

A study of guppies by Lee Alan
Dugatkin and Robert Craig Sargent has discovered
that males choose less attractive males as their
same-sex companions,  apparently to  look more
attractive by contrast to females.  Published in the
November edition of the journal B e h a v i o r a l
Ecology and Sociobiology,  the study proves that
“even fish with brains as small as pinheads are
capable of surprisingly sophisticated social behav-
ior,”  says Natalie Angier of The New York Times.

The Florida Marine Fisheries
Commission has approved a ban on collecting live
shellfish along the nine-mile Sanibel Island beach-
front,  effective January 1 if approved as expected
by Florida governor Lawton Chiles.  The Sanibel
Island is famed for abundant shells,  but collectors
who take living shells have contributed to an
abrupt decline of the shellfish population. 

mammal species and 766 bird species
imperiled by the invasion of Zaire’s
Virunga National Park by an estimated
200,000 Rwandan refugees––including
about 30,000 soldiers of the deposed for-
mer Rwandan government,  who far out-
number the park wardens and are much
more heavily armed.  About 10% of the
12,800-square-mile park,  tree-covered
since before the Pleistocene epoch,   has
already been deforested,  partly for fire-
wood but mostly for sale by the soldiers,
who have found logging––and poach-
ing––to be quick sources of cash.
Established by Belgium in 1925,  Virunga
had been closed to all human activity but
scientific study since the mid-1970s.  

A Rwandan silverback gorilla
named Mkono was killed in November by
a land mine,  the African Wildlife
Foundation said December 12.  Fewer
than 30 silverbacks remain in Rwanda.

Heavy November rains r a i s e d
the Everglades water level to its highest
point since 1947,  drowning at least 80 of
the 2,000 deer who were believed to live
in the vicinity of the Miccosukee Indian
Reservation,  while countless other deer
became vulnerable to alligators.  Though
hard on deer,  the high water is expected
to benefit most other Everglades wildlife.

Bear Watch,  a new anti-bear
hunting group,  may be contacted at POB
1099,  Ganges,  British Columbia,
Canada V0S 1E0;  604-537-2404.

HAVE (full year,  paid)

40,000 people will have watched right
w h a l e s off the Valdes peninsula of southern
Argentina by the end of 1994,  up from 16,000 in
1991.  The  $14 million to $20 million they’ll spend
comes to far more than the peak worth of the
defunct Argentine whaling industry.  But the boom
isn’t all good news,  says Alejandro Vila of the
Argentine Wildlife Foundation,  who claims 80% of
the whale-watching vessels break the rules.  “They
chase the whales up against cliffs,  track them in
tandem,  and separate the calves from the mothers,”
charges Vila.  Right whales are the rarest of the
great baleen whales.  Barely 3,000 survive,  of
whom about 500 wean their calves and mate in the
Valdes area.   

Tiao,  a bottlenose dolphin frequenting
the beach near Caraguatatuba,  Brazil,  turned on
swimmers who harrassed him in early December,
killing one and injuring seven others  in separate
attacks.  Public officials vetoed retribution.  “He’s
been with us for five months,  and the town doesn’t
want him to go,”  said a spokesperson for the mayor
of Carguatatuba.  “He’s normally very gentle.”
Volunteers set up a dawn-to-dusk vigil to keep other
swimmers away from Tiao.

The Monterey Bay Aquarium a d v i s e s
beachgoers not to bother sea otters and seals they
find during the winter months––especially pups,
and any found on stormy days.  The animals are
usually not stranded but resting,  to conserve their
insulating fat rather than try to buck heavy seas.  

An impact report on the Acoustic
Thermometry of Ocean Climate experiment,  pro-
posed by the Defense Department’s Advanced
Research Projects Agency,  concludes that it will not
harm marine life.  The $35 million project will
involve transmitting sound impulses around the
world from speakers in the Monterey Bay National
Marine Sanctuary and off Kauai,  Hawaii.
Originally to have begun last May,  the experiment
was postponed lest it harm the keen hearing of
whales.  It has now been redesigned to begin with
six months of study to determine the actual effect on
whales.  A public comment period ends January 16.

Nearly 1,500 endangered Kemp Ridley
sea turtles nested in 1994––twice as many as in
1985,   says U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service turtle
recovery program chief Dr. Richard Byles,  who
hopes to have 10,000 nesting females by the year
2010.  But even then,  he warns,  the turtle will
require endangered or threatened species protection.
“If we were to take it entirely off the list,”  Byles
adds,  “40,000 shrimp trawlers in the Gulf of

FOR YOUR PURRY ONE:
Durable crocheted
"mouse" stuffed with our
own organically grown 
catnip.

FOR YOU:  Current issue of The Civil Abolitionist,  the
publication showing how animal experiments are irrelevant
to human conditions and can actually harm the humans they
are supposed to help.
Both for $4,  from CPAPR,  Box 26,  Swain,  NY  14884

ivory––more brittle than elephant
tusks––goes for about $70 a kilo on the
black market,  about a seventh the price of
tusk ivory.  The hippo population of Zaire
is down from 23,000 in 1989 to about
11,000 today,  says Newsweek.

Seizures of animals and ani-
mal products entering the U.S. illegally
from Mexico are up 40% since 1989,
says the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.
The $2 billion traffic accounts for a third
of the global cash volume in wildlife traf-
ficking,  according to Interpol.  The
understaffed USFWS law enforcement
division has only nine agents along the
2,000-mile Mexican border;  Mexico has
just three.  Mexico hasn’t made an arrest
for illegal wildlife trafficking since join-
ing CITES in 1991.  Said Agriculture
Secretariat spokesman Roberto Loeza
Gallardo,  “The traffic in endangered and
exotic species does not exist here.”  But
his office isn’t far from the Sonora
Market,   where Homero Aridjis of El
Grupo de los Cien recently counted 106
animals of internationally recognized
endangered species offered for sale.  

Biodiversity in Peru’s Bay of
Paracas National Reserve and Madre
de Dios rainforest is jeopardized by
poaching,  fishing with explosives,  unau-
thorized mining,  and log piracy,  S a n
Francisco Chronicle c o r r e s p o n d e n t
Lawrence J. Speer reported recently.
Environmental protection has been
ignored for a decade while the govern-
ment has focused on the now seemingly
ended Shining Path insurgency.



ued to put money into trying stop it,  spending more than
$125,000 over the past two years to enable Haber to do con-
tinuous aerial surveilance of the killing zone.  The Alaska
Wildlife Alliance and Wolf Haven International provided
logistic support.  

In 1993 and early 1994,  Haber established that the
wolf population of the killing zone was far below the ADFG
estimate;  that although moose and caribou hunting there has
been closed since 1991,  the herds wander into adjoining areas
where both legal hunting and poaching are intense;  and that
the most aggressive predators of caribou calves in the region
are not wolves but protected eagles.  

But outside Alaska,  only ANIMAL PEOPLE and
the FoA magazine ActionLine took notice––until Haber's
video made the case against the killing incontrovertible.

Wolf notes:
As ANIMAL PEOPLE went to press,  the sched-

uled January reintroduction of wolves to Yellowstone
National Park awaited a Wyoming federal district court judge
William Downes' decision as to whether it should be blocked
by a preliminary injunction pending hearing of a last-ditch
lawsuit filed against the plan by the American Farm Bureau
on behalf of ranchers,  who have opposed the reintroduction
through two decades,  120 public hearings,  directives from
six different presidents,  and $12 million worth of studies.
Government hunters and trappers extirpated wolves from
Yellowstone and the surrounding region on behalf of ranchers
more than 60 years ago.  While the reintroduction debate has
raged,  some wolves have apparently wandered into
Yellowstone from Canada on their own.  On November 12 the
Department of the Interior released the names of more than

As Haber and Feral immediately recognized, the
video raises issues going far beyond the Alaskan wolf killing
program;  in showing the outcome of techniques used by fur
trappers around the world,  the video irrefutably indicts trap-
ping and snaring for any purpose.  Fumed former Alaska
Board of Game chair Doug Pope in the December 9 edition of
the Anchorage Daily News,  “Public outcry about state-spon-
sored trapping of wolves could doom trapping as well as wolf
control.  Let’s get one thing straight about trapline life,”  he
continued.  “It’s brutal.  Every animal caught in a snare by the
leg will try to gnaw its leg off to get away,  so animals will
suffer when you set out a lot of snares.”  Blaming Hickel and
the current Board of Game for going ahead with snaring
while under humane scrutiny,  Pope continued,    “The pre-
dictable has happened,  and the scapegoating has begun.
Now it is going to be even more difficult to justify wolf con-
trol even in an emergency,  but the more immediate reaction
is going to be in the marketplace for furs.”  He predicted that
the Friends of Animals video would send the already weak
Alaskan fur market into “free fall.”

Governor Knowles on December 21 assigned
Alaska public safety commissioner Ron Otte to investigate
the specific incident Haber videotaped,  preliminary to a com-
prehensive review of the entire wolf-killing program,  tenta-
tively expected to start in mid-January.

"FoA does field work."
Halting the wolf killing was FoA’s second major

victory in 15 days.  On November 15,   at the triennial meet-
ing of the Convention on International Trade in Endangered
Species,   FoA support for anti-poaching efforts in 10 impov-
erished west African nations paid off when together with four
other African nations,  they obliged South Africa to withdraw
a proposal to remove elephants from Appendix I protection.
The move would have reopened the international traffic in
elephant parts,  closed by CITES in 1989 after elephants were
poached to the verge of extinction over much of their range.  

Primarily Primates president Wally Swett,  for one,
was not surprised that FoA,  a relatively small group,
achieved two big successes where bigger and richer groups
backed away.  “I’ve always admired Priscilla Feral,”  Swett
said,  “because she does field work.  A lot of the big groups
do quick hits on whatever’s fashionable,  take the credit,  and
mail out an appeal,  but Priscilla takes on issues that aren’t
necessarily popular,  sticks with them,  and puts money into

dispatching her.  Parts of the video aired November 30 on
NBC TV news,  and were aired by the other major networks
the following day.

Haber did the videotaping in company of
Anchorage Daily News reporter Steve Rinehart and a D a i l y
N e w s photographer,  who returned to the site with him in a
helicopter after Haber,  overflying the area in a fixed-wing
aircraft,  spotted one apparently comatose wolf in a state-set
snare near the remains of two caribou who were apparently
snared accidentally. 

As the video documents,  the three men found three
wolves caught plus five more,  who fled human approach,
apparently trying to help them.  The wolves were believed to
be the last survivors of the Yannert pack,  whose 20 members
before the killing began were known to roam in and out of
Denali National Park.  Forbidden by law from interfering with
the snares and caught wolves in any way,  Haber radioed to
the ADFG that the wolves were suffering.  Crane came about
20 minutes later,  unsuccessfully attempting to evict Haber
and the Daily News crew from the site to avoid "stressing the
wolves,"  before trying to put the wolves out of their misery.

Knowing the video would have a heavy impact,  as
emphatic evidence of the suffering of animals in snares,
Haber personally took it to Anchorage for replication and dis-
tribution.  Stopping briefly in Fairbanks en route,  he asked
bush pilot Tom Classen to notify FoA president Priscilla
Feral,  who put her whole office staff to work alerting media.
ANIMAL PEOPLE,  at Feral's urgent request,  on short
notice ghosted a release giving the factual essentials.  Faxed
to all networks and major newspapers while Haber was still
en route to Anchorage,  the notice,  by insuring media were
watching from the moment Haber landed,  helped protect
Haber and the video itself against any attempted interception.
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Video stops wolf-killing (from page one)

Yukon wolf-killing goes on
K L U A N E – –Begun at the same time as the just-

halted Alaskan wolf-killing,  the Yukon's wolf purge will
go on as scheduled for three more winters,  Yukon renew-
able resources minister Mickey Fisher stated December 21.
Helicopter gunners have killed 94 wolves in the 7,722-
square-mile Aishihik region of the Yukon,  adjacent to the
Kluane National Park World Heritage site,  during the past
two winters.  As in Alaska,  the object of the killing is to
make more caribou available to hunters––and is rational-
ized as being for the benefit of indigenous people.  But

––Kim Bartlett



developing a base.   I’ve always respected her immensely
because the first question she asks is always,  'What can we
do?',  not 'How can we make money out of this?'”  

The just-ended Alaskan anti-wolf campaign was
announced on November 18,  1992.  ANIMAL PEOPLE
alerted the animal protection community and major media
overnight via fax,  then  went to press with the details a few
hours later.  Initially,  Alaska Fish and Game staffers were to
strafe wolves from aircraft.  FoA immediately called a boy-
cott of Alaskan tourism,  joined over the next month by many
other animal and habitat protection groups.  The pressure
obliged then-governor Walter Hickel,  who favored the wolf
killing,  to postpone the plan,  while Rosier announced that
wolves would not be strafed after all.  

When the furor waned,  the Board of Game institut-
ed snaring instead of strafing,  and redefined the technique of
spotting wolves from aircraft,  then shooting them on the
ground,  as "trapping,"  to avoid violating the federal
Airborne Hunting Act of 1974.  The Alaska legislature mean-
while required the ADFG to kill predators before reducing
either bag limits or the length of hunting seasons.  These mea-
sures,  still in effect,  enabled private hunters and trappers to
kill 1,472 wolves last winter,  the most in 16 years.

Although several bigger groups raised funds in
response to the impending wolf massacre,  only FoA contin-
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200 people who claim to have seen wolves in Yellowstone.
There were 24 reported sightings in 1991,  increasing to 180
by 1993. If the reintroduction gets the go-ahead,  30 wolves
who have already been outfitted with radio transmitters will
be live-trapped in Alberta and British Columbia.  Fifteen
wolves will then be released at each of two sites,  the Alberta
wolves in Yellowstone itself and the rest in central Idaho.
The effort will be repeated each year until the population
grows to about 100,  including 10 breeding pairs.  Attrition of
about 50% among the translocated wolves is anticipated.

The People’s Daily,  of Beijing,  China,  reported
on December 17 that soldiers stationed in the Taishan area of
Shandong province kidnapped three wolf cubs from their lair
on December 11 and took them back to their barracks as pets.
That night a pack of at least 10 wolves surrounded the bar-
racks and howled until the soldiers’ commanding officer
ordered that the cubs be returned.  Afraid to face the wolves
themselves,  the troops dispatched a sentry dog to carry the
cubs out,  one by one,  in her mouth.  The adult wolves took
the cubs on home,  while the sentry dog was unmolested.

The United Federation of Teachers' H u m a n e
Education Committee's January newsletter features wolf-relat-
ed classroom projects.   Request copies from UFTHEC,  260
Park Ave. South,  New York,  NY  10010;  718-797-2925.
Donations to cover printing and postage are appreciated.

again as in Alaska,  the real issue isn't meat.
"Big-game hunting outfitters are among the most

vocal promoters of the Yukon wolf-kill,  for obvious rea-
sons,"  fisheries technician Richard Mahoney pointed out a
year ago in the Seattle Times.  "Both the territorial govern-
ment leader,  John Ostashek,  and his minister for renewable
resources,  Bill Brewster,  are former hunting outfitters.
The Champagne-Aishihik First Nation is another aggressive
proponent of the plan.  Last but not least are horse owners
in the area,  most of whom are outfitters or members of the
Champagne-Aishihik First Nation.  Horses are central to the
issue.  Horses are used primarily as pack and saddle animals
for big game hunting,"  which accounts for about 25% of all
Yukon tourism.  "At the end of the hunts,  after months of
hard use,  they are turned loose to fend for themselves on
the very spare Yukon range,  which has snow cover from
October to May and winter temperatures to 50 degrees
below zero,  and is 1,000 miles from the nearest hay field
worthy of the name.  Wolves prey on these winter-starved
beasts,  and attrition can be high,  especially on replacement
stock brought up from more southerly pastures."

Friends of Animals,  the World Wildlife Fund
Canada,  and Friends of the Wolf,  among other groups,
have actively opposed the Yukon killing from inception,
but so far to little avail.  



Charro rodeo horse trainer Jesus
Q u i n o n e z,  24,  pleaded not guilty to two misde-
meanor cruelty counts on December 7 in Denver.
Quinonez allegedly beat a 2-year-old horse with a
board on October 10.  By October 14 the horse was
partially paralyzed,  ostensibly from an accident,  and
Quinonez kicked and punched him for not getting up.
The case has drawn national attention through a mail-
ing by Animal Rights Mobilization.

Officials in San Bruno,  California,  on
December 8 asked San Mateo County Superior Court
to apply a law usually used to make property owners
maintain debris-strewn land to alleged animal collec-
tor Ruth Harris,  71,  who has repeatedly violated a
court order to obey the city limit of four cats per
household since 1991.  More than 100 diseased cats
have been removed from Harris' feces-saturated
home in four separate raids.  To be heard January 6,
the motion if granted will bar Harris from owning
any cats and will allow authorities to spot-check the
house at random to insure compliance.

Jim Brewer and Dafe Riffle of the PIGS
sanctuary for Vietnamese potbellied pigs in West
Virginia were involved in two high-profile court
cases in as many weeks in late November,  gaining
custody of an abused pig named Hope who was ini-
tially returned to her owner and advising humane
authorities in the case of Pinky Starlight,  owned by
Virginia Hudgins of Norfolk,  Virginia,  who was
charged with cruelty on November 8 for letting the
pig become too fat.  Hudgins regained the pig in a
plea bargain,  on condition that the pig be made to
lose 100 pounds over the next year to conform with a
city weight limit.  Objected Brewer,  "The Norfolk
weight limit of 65 to 100 pounds for pigs is artificial,
based on what breeders and promoters say they
should weigh.  The average weight we are seeing is
150-plus pounds."  Such court rulings,  Brewer said,
may encourage owners to starve pigs,  which besides
being cruel could encourage them to become more
aggressive.

Dogfight organizer Gregory Hunt,  21,
drew 10 years in prison on November 7 in Roanoke,
Virginia,  after pleading guilty to three felony counts
and three misdemeanors,  all recorded on his own
videotape of his fighting and training exploits.

The SPCA Montregie,  serving the South
Shore region of Quebec,  near Montreal,  handled a
record volume of animals in 1994––including 30

Wildlife trafficking
Tony Silva,  34,  of Monroe Center,  Illinois, was indicted December

13 for allegedly smuggling 186 endangered hyacinthe macaws and  other rare
birds between 1985 and 1992,  with an estimated retail value of $1.3 million.  His
mother Gila Daoud,  61,  of North Riverside,  Illinois,  was also indicted,  for
allegedly managing the operation for 30 months while Silva served as curator of
birds at Loro Parque in Tenerife,  the Canary Islands.  She also allegedly smug-
gled ivory and other wildlife contraband on her own account.  A third indictment
in the case was issued against Hector Ugalde,  53,  of Miami Beach,  Florida,  for
purportedly arranging to smuggle 50 hyacinthe macaws into the U.S. from
Mexico.  A noted parrot breeder,  Silva  posed as an outspoken foe of wild cap-
tures and illegal trafficking.  Thirty of his alleged colleagues,  nabbed by the same
six-year sting operation,  have already been convicted in Miami and Los Angeles.
Silva's apparent main supplier,  Gisela Caseres of Asuncion,  Paraguay,  will prob-
ably escape prosecution,  however,  as the U.S. extradition treaty with Paraguay
does not cover bird trafficking.

Making their second big wildlife trafficking bust in two weeks,
police in Delhi,  India,  on November 21 arrested taxidermist Prem Lai,  60,  and
confiscated more than $300,000 worth of illegally obtained pelts of endangered
species from his home and shop.  The arrest followed the November 7 seizure of
$1 million worth of pelts in Kashmir.

Alleged butterfly poacher Thomas Kral,  30,  of Tucson,  Arizona,
is to face a pretrial hearing in January.  Purported confederates Marc Grinnell,
40,  of Santa Rosa,  California,  and Richard Skalski,  39,  of Redwood City,
California,  pleaded guilty to related charges in December.  The trio are said to
have poached,  traded,  and sold more than 2,200 protected butterflies over a nine-
year period,  at prices in the hundreds of dollars.

Chinese police arrested 51 people on December 2 for allegedly
poaching 16 elephants and wounding four in southeastern Yunan last March.  Five
suspects,  including two policemen,  drew death sentences on December 19.
Fourteen others drew suspended death sentences,  life in prison,  or other jail
terms.  About 200 wild elephants are believed to remain in China.

Other wildlife actions
A pending case against farmer H. Michael Miller,  of Dresden,  Ohio,

for allegedly poisoning wild turkeys who ate his corn has rallied  fellow farmers
against the state Division of Wildlife's "plentiful game" policy,  which has boosted
turkey and deer populations to record levels.  "The damage has gotten so bad that
we can no longer afford the wildlife,"  Ohio Farm Bureau Federation president Irv
Bell said.  "It is our crops,  our livelihood they are eating,"  but while the Division
of Wildlife gets hunting license revenues,   "we get no compensation."  

The 9th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals on December 22 vacated on
technical grounds a U.S. District Court injunction that had held up the diversion of
almost a million acre-feet of water to help fish and wildlife in the Central Valley
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COURT CALENDAR
Humane enforcement

The New Jersey Supreme Court r u l e d
December 20 that shopping malls must allow
peaceful leafleting by protesters.  The ruling does
not directly overturn a 20-year-old U.S. Supreme
Court ruling to the contrary because the New Jersey
state constitution contains stronger protection for
freedom of speech than the U.S. constitution,  but is
nonetheless expected to influence courts around the
country in similar cases.  Noting the public aspects
of mall corridors and gathering places,  judges in
six states have now ruled that dissidents have some
right to free expression within privately owned
malls,  superseding the right of mall owners to reg-
ulate conduct for the benefit of business.

The Superior Court of Pennsylvania on
December 8 granted the Fund for Animals a motion
for an expedited hearing of allegations that the
annual Labor Day pigeon shoot at Hegins violates
the state humane law.  "This means we will finally
be allowed to present our evidence to a court,  and
we will be able to do so before Labor Day 1995
with hopes of stopping the 1995 shoot,"  said Fund
spokesperson Mike Markarian.

Markarian and activist Todd
McDonald on November 23 became the first peo-
ple to be charged under the new federal hunter
harassment statute while protesting a stocked
pheasant hunt at the Cape Cod National Seashore.
Markarian crossfiled charges against one of the two
hunters who charged him,  alleging that the hunter
hit him with his weapon and threatened to kill him.

Bill Pryor,  director of adult probation
for Marin County,  California ,  warned In
Defense of Animals on December 19 that using
people who have been ordered by courts to do com-
munity service to gather petition signatures is "a
complete misuse" of their mandated labor.  IDA
program director Suzanne Roy said she planned to
appeal the warning,  which is supported by prece-
dents against the use of persons ordered to do com-
munity service by political parties.

A previously unknown group of mili-
tant vegans calling itself the Green World
Movement locked customers inside a Kentucky
Fried Chicken franchise in Victoria,  British
Columbia,  on November 14 and made a clean get-
away,  leaving behind messages describing the
abuses of the poultry industry and pledging more
actions of a similar nature would follow.

Activism



The Sea Shepherd Conser-
vation Society,  according to a Nov-
ember 30 advisory,   “is pursuing legal
action” to shut down Paul Watson pre -
sents the great whales,  “a fraudulent
whale education exhibit presently tour-
ing Switzerland,”  operated by Marine
World Expo,  no relation to the Marine
World oceanariums,  “which is owned
by John Buegler,  a German ciizen
from Rodenbach.  In September,”  the
statement continued,  “Captain Watson
agreed to allow Buegler to use his
name in return for 30% of the ticket
sales,  to support the conservation
activities of Sea Shepherd.”  Buegler
also was authorized to exhibit the Sea
Shepherd submarine on lease,  and was

to return the submarine at the end of
October 1994.  “Buegler has refused to
honor his agreement,”  Sea Shepherd
alleged,  “and has instead kept all
money raised from the exhibit.  He also
refused to pay for shipping the subma-
rine.”

of California,  pending completion of an impact study.  
Also on December 22,  U.S. District Judge William Dwyer upheld the

Clinton administration's compromise logging plan for old growth forests in the
Pacific northwest.  Dwyer simultaneously rejected claims from environmental
groups that the plan inadequately protects the endangered spotted owl and claims
from the timber industry that it won't permit enough logging to keep mills open.

A coalition of southwestern environmental groups led by the Greater
Gila Biodiversity Project,  Gila Watch,  and the Southwest Center of Biological
Diversity have begun filing lawsuits as part of a plan to sue every National Forest
in the region to enforce compliance with critical habitat provisions of the
Endangered Species Act.  The outcome of the suits,  to be made on behalf of 41
species,  may hinge on whether the Supreme Court agrees to review a ruling
issued last year by the U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia,  in
Sweet Home Chapter of Communities for a Greater  Oregon v. Babbitt,  that the
ESA protects only species,  not habitat,  contrary to many years of previous inter-
pretation.  So far,  the ruling does not hold precedential value,  but it will if the
Supreme Court takes it up.

dogs and four cats seized in a July 9 night raid on
Elevage Canin du Nouvel-Age,  the animal control
contractors for the city of Delson.  On October 26,
owners Eric Vezeau and Elise Tremblay pleaded
guilty to charges of habiitually leaving the animals
overnight without heat,  food,  water,  or ventilation,
were barred from keeping more than one animal each
for the next two years,  and were ordered to donate
$1,000 each to an organization for the blind.  Having
cared for the animals without compensation from
either Delson or the provincial judicial system,  the
SPCA Montregie didn't get restitution from the
offenders,  either.

Onondaga County sheriff's deputy Eric
Broeker, 36,  of Cicero,  New York,  was fined
$450,    sentenced to do 200 hours of community ser-
vice,  and ordered to pay $165 restitution to Diane
Blair of Ogdensburg for shooting her dog during a
dispute with her son.  Broeker allegedly accused
Jeffery Blair of trying to start an affair with his wife.
Broeker earlier drew a 30-day work suspension for
doing a private security job on county time.

Watson says pirate took submarine

Wi l d Burro Rescue
665 Burnt Ridge Road
Onalaska,  WA  98570
(206) 985-7282

YOUR HELP IS NEEDED
NOW

Wild Burro Rescue is organizing a
nationwide protest and rescue alternative to
the National Park Service's "direct reduction
policy"––the shooting to death of wild burros as
a routine management practice.  Help save the
wild burros.  Join us––a $20.00 annual member-
ship includes newsletter and regular updates on
our progress.

Wild Burro Rescue is an IRS tax-exempt
organization which totally relies on community sup-
port.  All donations go directly to the rescue,  reha-
bilitation,  and care of the wild burros.

Penelope Smith,  through 3/95.
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Vigilantes killed more than 100 alleged
cattle rustlers in Sergipe state,  Brazil,  during 1994,
according to Human Rights Watch/Americas.  Nine
were killed in Bahia state.

Chinese sailor Yan Wei,  20,  was executed
on December 5 for killing four shipmates in a fight
over a small dog.  The nature of the fight was not dis-
closed,  nor was the fate of the dog.

A British Columbia Supreme Court jury
on November 22 acquitted Sooke taxidermist Jim
Howes of  allegedly shooting at hunter Joe Valliquette
in a dispute over payment for repairing a bearskin.
Valliquette sought a refund;  Howes said Valliquette
also threatened to rape his wife and kill his children.

Crimes against humans

Apparently none did––but on December 23,
Safeway and Save-on-Foods stores in Vancouver
pulled frozen turkeys off their shelves after receiv-
ing a note from a group calling itself the Animal
Rights Militia, asserting that it had injected some
turkeys with rat poison.  Similar tactics have been
used by a purported Animal Rights Militia else-
where in Canada and in Great Britain.

Alleged Animal Liberation Front arson-
i s t Rod Coronado was released from custody in
Kalamazoo,  Michigan,  on $700,000 bail December
22,  including the deeds to six houses plus $50,000
in cash.  Coronado returned to the Pasqua Yaqui
reservation in Arizona to await a scheduled spring
trial on charges pertaining to the February 1992 fire-
bombing of mink researcher Richard Auerlich's lab-
oratory at Michigan State University in East
Lansing.  The fire also destroyed the office of Karen
Chou,  who was researching alternatives to animal
use in toxicity testing.

Keith Mann,  28,  drew 14 years in
prison on December 19 in London,  England,  after
pleading guilty to vandalizing a slaughterhouse and
planning to burn down a poultry farm.  Arrested in
1991,  Mann escaped from a Manchester police sta-
tion and spent 10 months as a fugitive.  He was
recaptured in 1992,  in purported possession of
bomb-making materials.  The sentence was the
stiffest yet given to an alleged Animal Liberation
Front member.  Ronnie Lee,  reputed founder of the
ALF,  is serving 10 years for similar offenses.
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product of individually rational decisions.  When game theory
is better understood by planners,  the strategy of non-con-
sumptive use Hoyt advocates may be recognized as the only
form of “sustainable use” conducive to species conservation.

One hopes there will be some elephants left,  and
some suitable habitat.  In the interim,  preservation of the cap-
tive gene pool may prove essential to the survival of both
African and Asian elephants:  artificial insemination from
frozen sperm and embryo transplants could enable the North
American population to assist African and Asian survivors in
recovery,  if and when the demands for ivory and farmland
subside to where recovery is possible.  

Unfortunately,  as Everything You Should Know
About Elephants points out,  good captive situations for ele-
phants are few,  while physical abuse is common.  PAWS
doubts that elephants can be managed humanely in any kind
of working situation,  including most exhibition settings.  Yet
the cost of maintaining captive elephants runs so high that
preserving the North American population largely depends
upon the elephants’ ability to earn their keep.  Elephant care
at accredited zoos is gradually improving,  though not as
quickly as it might.  Although circus elephant care is also

Animals In Peril:  How “Sustainable Use” Is
Wiping Out The World’s Wildlife,  by John A.
Hoyt,  Avery Publishing Group (distributed by Humane
Society International,  2100 L St.,  Washington,  DC
20037),  257 pages,  $10.95 paperback.

E v e rything You Should Know About
Elephants,  by The Performing Animal Welfare
Society (POB 849,  Galt,  CA  95632),  32 pages,
paperback,  donation requested.

Time was when the only scary elephant tales
involved Winnie the Pooh’s heffalumps and the moonshine
nightmares of Timothy Mouse and Dumbo.  That was before
“sustainable use” theory ran amok across Africa,  helping
stoke the poaching boom of the 1980s,  while abuse of captive
elephants came to light with sickening frequency.

John Hoyt and colleagues at the Humane Society of
the U.S./Humane Society International hastily assembled
Animals In Peril in response to the efforts of Zimbabwe and
South Africa to convince the Convention on International
Trade in Endangered Species to reopen the traffic in elephant
and rhino parts at the November 1994 CITES triennial meet-
ing.  The haste shows in occasional redundancy––but the fac-
tual support is all in order and footnoted,  while the writing is
quite lucid enough to hold the attention of anyone who really
cares what “sustainable development” means in practice.

Most particularly,  Animals In Peril is a thorough
rebuttal to Raymond Bonner,  whose 1993 book At The Hand
Of Man:  Peril and Hope For Africa’s Wildlife remains a
best-seller among the hook-and-bullet crowd,  the wise-use
wiseguys,  and the ivory tower economists,  who insist that
the  best away to save species is to auction off the privilege of
blowing them away,  thereby giving them “value.”
Ironically,  At The Hand Of Man appeared in time to irrevoca-
bly compromise Bonner’s journalistic integrity just as he was
vindicated for having reported the massacre of 800 Indian
peasants––mostly women and children––a decade earlier in El
Salvador.  The U.S. State Department as energetically denied
the massacre and the role of U.S.-trained security forces in

conducting it as Bonner himself denies the role of trophy
hunters and the legal ivory traffic in creating the market and
the cover for the illegal ivory hunting that had by 1989
brought elephants to the verge of extinction in more than half
the African nations where they once lived.  In each instance,
bone piles mutely tell a different story.

Whether Animals In Peril appeared in time to influ-
ence CITES is an open question.  While Hoyt and staff vigor-
ously promoted it to delegates and the media at the meeting,
few had time to read and digest it before the elephant and
rhino proposals came to the floor.  If it had been absorbed and
understood,  chances are the delegates would not have in
effect traded holding the line on elephants for the presumably
limited resumption of the rhino parts traffic,  exclusive of
horns.  Elephants were spared only through through energetic
lobbying by Friends of Animals,  via the many small nations
which have received FoA help in fighting poachers.  

Yet Animals In Peril will remain  valuable for years
to come in combatting the “sustainable use” myth,  which
continues to dominate the policies of the World Bank,  the
World Wildlife Fund,  the African Wildlife Foundation,  the
National Wildlife Federation,  and the Nature Conservancy,

True scary
elephant tales

African elephants in the wild.  (Photo courtesy of Friends of Animals)
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improving,  according to veterans of the industry,  this is not
as evident,  partly because stressed circus elephants continue
to go berserk at the rate of about one per year.  Circuses that
would like to claim a role in elephant conservation had better
take this handbook as a warning,  as growing numbers of
activists are using it to identify and protest against mistreat-
ment that is often painfully obvious.  An enlightened response
would be for the traditionally insular circus community to
form a self-policing body with a high set of standards and a
staff of humane inspectors authorized and trained to work
with local humane societies and the USDA to bring charges in
cases of abusive or negligent conduct.  Abusive trainers must
be pensioned off––and abuse itself must be better recognized
by people within the industry.  If circuses cannot be persuad-
ed to conduct themselves according to generally accepted
humane principles,  they too could be facing extinction,  pos-
sibly to the detriment of hundreds of captive elephants who
have literally nowhere else to go.

––M.C.

as well as the conservation strategies favored by both the
Clinton administration and the Republican leadership of the
House and the Senate.  Naming names,  Hoyt traces the infla-
tion of elephant population estimates by cash-hungry African
governments;  the diversion to general funds and private pock-
ets of income raised purportedly for conservation through the
legal sale of elephant parts;  the corruption of poorly paid
wildlife management by hunters,  legal and illegal,  who know
how to pass a bribe;  and most damning to “sustainable use”
theory,  the vicious spiral of escalating prices paid for wildlife
products encouraging ever more poaching and corruption as
the species of origin become scarcer. 

Game theory and circuses
As the success of the CITES ban on ivory sales

imposed in 1989 demonstrates,  the only way to stop the
killing short of extinguishing a species whose remains are in
demand is to drive the prices back down.  The only way to do
that is to stop the selling:  where some selling is legal,  cover
exists for illegal activity.  Further,  while governments in their
collectivity may have some economic motivation to preserve a
profitable species,  individuals both in government and out
tend to have a stronger motive to get what they can,  any way
they can,  before others exhaust the resource. 

“Sustainable use” advocates are not going to yield
their pretext for profiteering and bloodlust easily.  On
December 8,  just a month after CITES convened,  the
London-based Institute of Economic Affairs attacked the deci-
sion to continue elephant protection by reciting once again
that,  “The most effective way to increase the support of local
people for wildlife protection is to make it worth their while in
economic terms.”   The free market think-tank ignored,  as
usual,  the weight of evidence that live elephants seen by
tourists are worth far more to Africans,  collectively,  than ele-
phants killed for tusks to the private gain of a few individuals.    

The Nobel Prize for economics was meanwhile
awarded to a pioneer of game theory.  Not to be confused with
anything having directly to do with wild game,  game theory
is essentially the study of collectively self-defeating economic
behavior––such as hunting elephants to extinction––as the

So,  You Love Animals:  An Action-Packed,
Fun-Filled Book To Help Kids Help
A n i m a l s,  by Zoe We i l.  Animalearn (c/o The
American Anti-Vivisection Society,  801 Old York
Road,  #204,  Jenkintown,  PA  19046-1685),  1994.
190 pages,  paperback,   $14.95.

It is generally agreed that reaching young people
with a humane message is among the most important goals
of the animal protection community.  Unfortunately and
inexplicably,  proportionate resources are not directed into
humane education by either national or local humane organ-
izations.  Because of this,  materials intended for general
distribution to children and teenagers are of special utility.

So, You Love Animals is just such a tool.  One
needn't wait for a humane education program to materialize
in the local elementary school:  you can simply donate a
copy of So, You Love Animals to the school library.  Along
with Ingrid Newkirk's Kids Can Save The Animals,  it ought
to be in all libraries.

Like Newkirk's book,  Weil's is full of information
and activity ideas.  Both Newkirk and Weil try to present
unpleasant information with as much humor as possible to
soften the blows.  Newkirk is snappy with rather witty
jokes;  Weil's humor is somewhat cute,  on a younger level.
Newkirk writes like an activist;  Weil writes like a mother
(which she is).  Weil is gentle and comforting––totally
child-friendly.  

There are,  perhaps,  two flaws in Weil's book.
The first,  shared with most activist manuals including
Newkirk's,  is using statistics that quickly become outdated
(some already are),  instead of relying on less fluid facts.
The other is the assumption that children who want to help
animals can draw upon wellsprings of support and assis-
tance.  For example,  children are repeatedly told to contact
"the cruelty investigator" if they see someone abusing an
animal,  or suspect mistreatment.  In fact,  only children liv-
ing in metropolitan areas are likely to have such recourse.
In rural areas,  where animal abuse is most prevalent,  the
nearest humane society may be hours away.  If the cruelty is
blatant enough,  regular law enforcement officials might be
persuaded to intervene,  but it would have to be pretty bad.
Likewise,  there may be no animal shelter within driving
distance.  Making it all worse,  children in rural areas are
least likely to receive parental approval for acts of compas-
sion or conscience (especially if they upset neighbors).  But,
even in extreme cases,  the child will at least have a friend
in Zoe Weil.  She even invites children to write her letters.
I would be surprised if she didn't answer them all.

––Kim Bartlett

Conga,  rescued from a Florida roadside zoo,  found 
sanctuary at the Fund for Animals' Black Beauty Ranch in

Texas––but there aren't enough sanctuaries for more than a
tiny fraction of the captive elephant population. 

(ANIMAL PEOPLE photo.)

Your love for animals 
can go on forever.

The last thing we want is to lose our
friends,  but you can help continue our

vital educational mission with a bequest
to ANIMAL PEOPLE.



The Dog I.Q. Te s t,  by Melissa
M i l l e r. Penguin Books (375 Hudson
St.,  New York,  NY  10014),  1994.
175 pages,  paperback.  $7.95.

It’s easy to criticize pop-up books
as a gimmick produced by the divorce of
book-as-commodity from the tradition of
book-as-content,  but three new nature titles
from Simon & Schuster use the gimmick to
enhance the content.  In Animals Under
Cover,  only the three-dimensional aspect dis-
tinguishes a variety of creatures from their
habitat,  memorably introducing small chil-
dren to camoflauge.  Prehistoric Animals
uses the third dimension to portray some of
the more charismatic mammals of the epoch
between the demise of the dinosaurs and
modern times,  e.g. the woolly mammoth,
the sabretoothed tiger,  and the giant sloth.
Nature by the Numbers is a rather conven-
tional introduction to counting,  but the pop-
up format makes it more interesting,  as two
buds become two daffodils,  three eggs
become three ostriches,  etcetera.  The art and

paper engineering are especially noteworthy.
Scholastic does a better job of pre-

senting basic ecology for somewhat older
children.  Downs Matthews’ W e t l a n d s,  the
Simon & Schuster offering,  advances the
perspectives of 1960,  suggesting for instance
that,  “If wetlands disappear,  our favorite
seafood will disappear too.”  There are more
ecologically important roles for wetlands,
and,  for that matter,  more critical roles for
the creatures dismissed as mere seafood.
Patricia Lauber’s Fur,  Feathers,  and
F l i p p e r s by contrast takes advantage of new
information while covering even more eco-
logical concepts.  Also new in the fast-grow-
ing Scholastic nature collection,  Jim
Arnosky and Betsy and Giulio Maestro offer
in-depth knowledge of much maligned but
little-known alligators and bats,  respectively.

––M.C.
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The Animal Rights Movement 
In The United States,  1975-1990:
An Annotated Bibliography,  by Bettina Manzo.  Scarecrow Press (POB

4167,  Metuchen,  NJ  08840),  1994.  306 pages,  $39.50 hardcover.

From Simon & Schuster (1230 Ave. of the Americas,  New York,  NY  10020):

Animals Under Cover,  by Stephen Savage.  $10.95 hardcover.

My First Pop-Up Book of Prehistoric Animals,
illustrated by Roma Bishop.  $12.95 hardcover.

Nature by the Numbers With Pop-Up Surprises,
by Lynette Ruschak,  art by G.B. McIntosh.  $12.95 hardcover.

Wetlands, by Downs Matthews,  photos by Dan Guravich.  $15.00 hardcover.

From Scholastic (555 Broadway,  New York,  NY  10012):

All About Alligators,  written and illustrated by Jim Arnosky.  $14.95 hardcover.

Bats:  Night Fliers
by Betsy Maestro,  illustrated by Giulio Maestro.  $14.95 hardcover.

Fur,  Feathers,  and Flippers:  How Animals Live Where They Do,
by Patricia Lauber.  $16.95 hardcover.

The evolution of mass movements
is defined by bibliography.  By organizing
the literature of a cause over a specified
timespan,  bibliographers create landmarks:
works included become a canon,  while
works overlooked tend to elude historical
notice. 

There are now three major bibli-
ographies of the animal rights movement,
the first of which was A Bibliography On
Animal Rights And Related Matters,  edited
by Charles Magel and published by the
University Press of America in 1981.  From
today's perspective,  it should more properly
be called a bibliography of antecedents to
the animal rights movement,  as some items
included are more than 2,000 years old.  It
belongs to what sociologist Bill Moyer
describes as the “grievance” phase of a
movement,  when the cause is represented
by a small but dedicated cadre.  

Magel updated his 1981 volume in
1989 with Keyguide To Information Sources
on Animal Rights.  This documents the tran-
sition stage of the movement,  when the
cadre begins to capture public attention.  

The Animal Rights Movement In
The United States,  1975-1990,  chronologi-
cally overlaps the Magel works,  but the
actual overlap is slight.  Where Magel
focused on origins and philosophy,  Bettina
Manzo emphasizes activism and response,
ending her compilation more-or-less coinci-
dental with the 1990 “March for the
Animals” in Washington D.C.  The march
did not mark the end of either street-level
activism or the movement itself,  but does
seem to have marked the point at which
enough movement objectives had become

accepted by most of the general public that
protest activities passed the peak of their
usefulness,  while consolidation of gains
became the imperative.  

As sociologist Bill Moyer predict-
ed at the 1989 Movement Strategy Planning
Workshop,  hosted by Friends of Animals
president Priscilla Feral and A N I M A L
P E O P L E publisher Kim Bartlett,  the ani-
mal rights movement had  run its course as a
galvanizing and motivating theme for an
aggrieved minority,  while animal rights
considerations began to become a routine
consideration––if not always sympathetical-
ly received––in public discourse and policy-
making.  Animal rights ideas have growing
influence five years later precisely because
they have become recognized by many of
the powerholders;  and while the more radi-
cal concepts are still rejected,  others such
as not wearing fur,  not hunting,  and neuter-
ing pets are now broadly accepted social
mores.  

Another bibliography should com-
plete the record of the animal rights move-
ment as a theme within the larger,  older,
and ongoing humane movement.  This one
would cover the past five years,  during
which time the movement,  once relatively
unified within a few organizations,   has
fragmented into many specialized groups
with specific regional or topical missions.  

This too––the mop-up––is a phase
universal to the history of mass movements,
predicted by Moyer and arriving on sched-
ule.  In time,  some of these presently small-
er causes may kindle into a new movement,
with its own motif and identity.

––M.C.

OBITUARIES



You probably don’t need to give
your dog an I.Q. test to know he's no rocket
scientist––but because I'm not a rocket sci-
entist either,  I tested the test by completing
Miller’s questionaires for each of our three
dogs and myself.  Our German shepherd,
Tasha,  predictably outscored 85% of all
dogs, while our lab/spaniel mix,  Francesca,
scored dimmer than 85%.  Our husky mix
Zooky,  however,  scored just one point
below Tasha,  which probably explains why
I'm not smart enough get her to obey any
command but "Come eat the cat puke."
Meanwhile,  I learned I am supposed to be
smart enough to handle huskies,  but not to
handle a shepherd.  Fortunately Tasha dis-
agrees.  She thinks throwing a ball takes the
same genius as rocketry.  

––M.C.

ANIMAL LOVERS––Enjoy 80 natural
Tea Tree Oil products NEVER tested on
animals,  all environmentally safe,  and
made in U.S.A.  Get your personal,  med-
ical,  dental,  household,  laundry & 3 great
pet care products wholesale–direct from
one wonderful company.  

Free catalog:  813-345-8246.

RAPTORS AND SONGBIRDS REHAB-
I L I T A T I O N at St. John's Retreat Center
(U.S. & Texas scientific permit).  Also,
Teaching = natural/spiritual laws;  Healing
= people & animals;  Spiritual Communion
and Meditation. P.O. Box 930,
Montgomery,  Texas 77356.
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

You too can have an 
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just 50¢ a word! 

POB 205
Shushan,  NY 12873

Bunny Huggers' Gazette ad
(free––can bump)

Patrrice Greanville ad
(free––can bump)

Susan de Treville,  44,  board mem-
ber and cofounder of The Mountain Lion
Foundation,  also founder of the California
Wildlife Conservancy,  died in October after a
prolonged struggle against brain cancer.  A
San Diego resident,  she left two young daugh-
ters,  Joy Wallen and Amanda Sitton.  Wrote
colleague Sharon Negri,  “She was a skilled
biologist with a passion and love for animals.
From 1972 through 1976,  Susan and Larry
Sitton conducted lion telemetry research in
Hunter Liggett,  a rugged,  mountainous range
in Big Sur,  and were the first in California to
study range sizes and male/female lion interac-
tions.  While big cats were her first love,
Susan also published two children’s coloring
books,  worked on coastal and water quality
issues with the Environmental Defense Fund
and the Coastal Conservancy,  and managed
her own consulting business.  Susan’s two
daughters have scattered her ashes in mountain
lion terrain in the Hunter Liggett study area.” 

Doing Things for Animals,  Inc. presents
THE 1995 NO-KILL DIRECTORY
A national listing of shelters, sanctuaries,

nonbreed-specific rescue groups and
wildlife rehabilitation centers that do not
euthanize animals for population control.
$15 pp.  Make checks or money orders

payable to DTFA,  POB 10905,
Glendale,  AZ  85318-0905.

Information literature and networking on all
aspects of infant circumcision,  care of intact
babies and foreskin restoration.  N O C I R C
of New Jersey,  POB 562,  Lakehurst,  NJ
08733-0562.

MEMORIALS
In memory of Margaret Barbini,

who ran the Ro-Jo Animal Shelter in Turner,
Maine.  A veteran confined to a wheelchair for
20 years,  she was an inspiration to all,  sadly
missed by the animals and those who loved
her.

––J.K. Bullette

PUMA

TREES: Seedlings and transplant stock
for Christmas trees,  ornamentals and
reforestation at wholesale prices.  Free
price list and planting guide.

FLICKINGERS NURSERY
Sagamore,  PA  16250 or 1-800-368-7381.

JEWS FOR ANIMAL RIGHTS 
CELEBRATE A 

VEGETARIAN SEDER 
WITH A VEGETARIAN HAGGADAH.

CATALOGUE AVAILABLE. 
255 Humphrey Street

Marblehead,  MA  01945.

There's no better way to remember 
animals or animal people than with

an ANIMAL PEOPLE memorial.  
Send donations (of any amount), 

along with an address for 
acknowledgement,  if desired,  to 
POB 205,  Shushan,  NY  12873.

CLASSIFIEDS

Vito Torrelli,  63,  died December
22 in New York City after an eight-month
struggle against brain cancer.  A bachelor,
Torrelli devoted much his life after taking
early retirement from a career as an Internal
Revenue Service supervisor of auditors to
photographing animal rights events and per-
sonalities.  He contributed photos to numer-
ous animal protection groups and publica-
tions,  including ANIMAL PEOPLE,  but
never accepted payment.  He also did the cin-
ematography for a vegan cable TV cooking
show hosted by Marilyn Mason.  An accom-
plished pianist,  Torrelli was active as well
with the Mario Lanza Association,  Play
Schools Association (a theatrical group),
Italian American Cultural Roundtable,  and
the Turtle Bay Association.  His cats Fox,
Rex,  and Serena have been adopted by long-
time friend Peggy Parker.



Animal-related charities have median receipts of $136,000 apiece,  according to a study of
nonprofit life cycles published in October by Andrew W. Mellon Foundation president William
Bowen.  Twelve percent of animal-related charities have annual receipts of over $1 million;  17%
take in $25,000 to $50,000.  Measuring the growth of causes by organizational starts,  Bowen found
that the number of animal-related charities grew by 13.5% per year from 1965 through 1975––but
grew by only 5.9% per year from 1976 through 1988,  despite the takeoff of the animal rights move-
ment.  However,  the growth of the animal-related charity sector remained faster than that of educa-
tion (4.7%),  arts and culture (4.1%),  health (4%),  and human services (3.8%).  It seems reasonable
to surmise that the growth from 1965 through 1975 came largely through the formation of human
societies in new suburbs,  since that period roughly coincides with the epoch of the most rapid sub-
urban expansion.
Of course a lot of those appeals were actually called “public education” in accounting statements.
The Council of Better Business Bureau’s Philanthropic Advisory Service reported in December that
of the leading 150 U.S. charities,  half wrote off some direct mail costs as “program expense”––and
the average volume of direct mail represented as public education was 47%.

The importance of encouraging direct involvement emerged from the Independent Sector
finding that dues-paying members of organizations donate three times as much money as other sup-
porters.  The importance of encouraging early involvement was underscored by the discovery that
75% of the people who do volunteer work as children continue to volunteer for charities as adults,
putting in an average of 4.2 hours a week.

Donors who are annoyed at high salaries may be encouraged somewhat by the Council of
Better Business Bureau’s Philanthropic Advisory Service finding,  reported in December,  that the
average earnings of chief executives at major nonprofits dipped 1% in 1993––but the 150 executives
surveyed still averaged $110,723 apiece,  or 10% more than the total budget of A N I M A L

PigDog Press has just published a 160-
page looseleaf Pet Professional’s Comparative
Reference Guide to Premium Dry Dogfood, listing the
content of 38 nutrients in 82 premium dog foods made
by 18 different companies,  together with the official
Association of American Feed Control Officials defini-
tions of the terms used in labeling.  The guide is $47,
from 427-3 Amherst St.,  Suite 331,  Amherst,  NH
03063-1258.

Founded on September
22,  1905,   as the Fort Worth
Humane Society,  the Humane
Society of North Texas seeks contri-
butions of historical information
about itself for use in a 90th anniver-
sary celebration.  As the Tarrant
County Humane Society from 1910
to 1982,  the group initially focussed
upon the protection of women and
children,  refocussed to providing
vaccinations for children during the
1950s,  and as the state gradually
took over these duties,  evolved into
the present emphasis on animal pro-
tection.  Historical information may
be sent to the attention of James
Bias,  Executive Director,  HSNT,
1840 East Lancaster,  Ft. Worth,  TX
76103.

LOBBY BY MAIL FOR ANIMALS.
Monthly newsletter & pre-written letters
to legislators & others.  $60/annual,
$20/quarterly.  Animal Rights Lobbying
Network,  POB 4518,  Foster City,  CA
94404;  415-574-3245.

Kentucky is expected to
go from 25th in the U.S. in poul-
try production to ninth during the
next two years,  as former tobacco
farmers turn to chicken production.
Immense water pollution problems
resulted from blood,  grease,  and
manure disposal when the poultry
industry similarly exploded in
Arkansas and Missouri.  



I want my ad to read:

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Name_____________________________
Address___________________________
City________________State__________
Zip Code____________
Telephone_______________________

Not dirty pool,  just a glitch
A December 20 electronic alert distributed by the Fund for Animals and picked up by

at least three major e-mail networks asked recipients to write letters on behalf of three dolphins
who were recently moved from a Russian facility that reportedly could no longer be sure of
feeding them to a metal tank at the Luna amusement park in Tel Aviv,  Israel.  The letters were
to go to Israeli environment minister Yossi Said,  POB 6234,  Jerusalem,  Israel 91061.  

So far,  so good:  while the dolphins may be better off now than they were,  most peo-
ple on either side of the captivity debate would agree that metal is not accoustically appropriate
material for a dolphin tank.  However,  the alert added that wild dolphins “can live up to 70
years in the wild,”  close to twice their actual maximum longevity,  and claimed “The U.S.
Navy recently rehabilitated and released two dolphins.”  In fact,  the only Navy dolphins to
return to the wild so far have been unrehabilitated escapees,  whose fate is unknown.   Fund
national director Heidi Prescott,  acknowledging the errors,  explained that the alert was
received from another organization and accidentally published online by an automated system
before anyone fact-checked it.  Mike Markarian,  who normally handles Fund electronic com-
munications,  was away for the holidays.



while only 41% believe it should be relaxed to help business.











Mexico operating without turtle excluders would put it right back on.”























The commission also rejected the SPCA’s request to institute a neutering deposit requirement for adopters,  calling it an administrative nightmare,  although several thousand other shelters around the
U.S. have successfully administrated neutering deposits for years and even decades.










